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INTRODUCTION 
Our industrial society is firmly rooted on the 
laboiir force which essentially constitutes its baci^ boae. 
The service or work done by a workman in consideration of 
money is descirbed as labour . Neverthi-ess,labour of a 
workman is not saleable commodity or article of commerce. 
Neither the capital nor the labour can survive without 
each other ,both are interdependent .But paradoxically enough, 
there has always been a wide gulf between the 'haves' and 
'haves not'. Profit-making has been the guiding motive of 
economic wnterprise. Subsistence wages,long working hours, 
illegal deductions,women and child labour were some of the 
maladies used by the ehterpreneurs to derive maximum 
profit. The Gov^nment of the day did not intervene as they 
were swayed by the economic pdilicy of Laissez-Faire. 
Hire and ^ ire was the rule of emplojrment . It Isas because 
until the middle of the nineteenth century,law (common law) 
was mainly connected with the State in its sovereign 
capacity and with the legal rights and duties of individuals 
to one another. The dominant political philosophy was 
that social evil should be remedied by the efforts of the 
private persons. Individual was considered to be th§ 
best judge of himself having the capacity to realize his 
interest through the own action ,more effectively than 
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throiogh the action of the State. 
But these views proved to be fallacious by the 
conditions of working class in industrial countries like. 
Great Britain where during a short span of time ,following 
the industrial Revolution ,social conditions reached their 
bottom. Workers were loaded with the enormous work. The 
agents of the employers collected men from socially and 
educatioanally backward areas and marched them like slaves 
to factories. V/omen and childered were employed in large u 
numbers in mines ,quarries and factories because their 
labour was the cheapest one ,their protest and they could 
be exploited in different wa-ys. Conditions in every 
estab-lishment and plantation were detrimental to the 
interests of the wOEkers the so called 'best .judged of 
their interests'. The rich landed aristocracy .invested their 
Capital in new Industries,located them where they chose, 
employed whomever they preferred and paid whatever theyliked. 
The piihlic coiTcience was awakened by the ghastly 
inhuman conditions oflife and work »It led to the re-exami-
nation ofthe purpose and functions of the State. This new 
trend of thought laid the foundation of the 'WelfareState' . 
This novel thought condemned the view that the' State 
is an evil . It opined-that unrestricted freedom of one 
individual or a group was a danger to the freedom of (tibher 
individuals. Under such conditions the^ 'e could be no 
possibility of true equality and security and it was only 
through the efforts of the state to safeguard the common 
and Collective good,the individuals who were at the mer-cy 
of other individuals could get protection , equality and 
secxirity that they needed « The'new thought received' 
universal acceptamce. Public opinion came to be mobilized 
and Governments' policies came to be guided more and more 
by social objectives• 
The e3cperience of World War I also infl\mced the 
attitude of the Government and fche employers towards the 
labour, -^ he principle of the State intervention in indust-
rial matter was extended and there was keener realisation 
of the value of contented labour force and of the advantages 
of Collective action on the part of the employers and 
workers respectively. In I9l9 the Treaty of Versailles 
brought into exsistance the International Labour Organisation 
-the Masshiya of down -trodden Masses ,with the object 
of ameliorating labour conditions all over the world. . 
Participation by the Government of India,employers and the 
employees at its annual Conference has given a great fillip 
to labour legislation in India. 
In twentieth centijry labour legislation 
took a dynamic change. Important Acts were passed. Besides, 
Russian Revolution of 1918 also added some speed in this 
direction, ^ he Report of the Rpyal Commission on Labour 
was published in I931»which was consisted, of sereis of 
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precious recommendations for the enactment and administration 
of lahoiar laws. Consequently,in 1930's a number of Coimnitties 
were appointed in Jndia to enquire into the conditioiB of 
workers ,with the special emphasis on the 
wages of the desperate,working class. 
The wages form the pivotal position round which 
most l-abour problems revolve, Qf all the problems that face 
the workers,that of the wages is the most pressing and 
persistent .His earnings have the greatest significano« 
for him . $his is particularly so in India where indirect 
benefitsby way of s6cial services and social security 
are very limited • The majority of disputes in which 
he is involved centre around problems of wages. More 
earnings mean greatest satisfaction of wants. 
The wage problem has always engaged the attention 
ci 
of all consous people in all countries al all times. This 
\ 
ppoblem is more complicated and coraplexed in India 
yxoblem. 
hitherto. The of wages was not so serious when 
most of the workers c^ Une from thevillages only to 
supplement their incomes in thd off-agriculture seasons 
and hence,they accepted the low wages. But now agriculture 
occupation has not remained so profitable due to heavy 
pressure of population on land, taxes and levies,while 
industrial labour which was not stable so far,is becoming 
more and more pendent . The joint-family system is 
breaking down rapidly which led the workers' dependence 
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exclusively,on their own incomes. Besides the workers 
are generally ignorant and illiterate and they are, 
more than often unable to understand their own 
rights and duties. From the humanitarian point of view 
also the problem of wages,therefore,requires iTnmediate 
solution. For ^ lovernment too the wage problem is important 
becuse it is a measure ofjustice for all sections of 
cummunity.From the point ibf view of employers also wages 
are important because they form the major components of 
the cost of thing.This problem has to be tackled not only 
from economic but social point of view also as a means 
of reducing the inequalities of income and 
wealth. 
Sufficient wages linked with productivity 
give incentive and stimulation to the working class. 
If wages are paid to the workers when due,it will 
boost up efficiency in the working class.It would furtVier 
help the productivity. Wages further influence the structure 
of the distribution of the national economy. 
In the initial stages of Industrialisation 
workers had to suffer not only from the inadequacy of 
wages ,inexorbitant delays in the payment but also from 
the arbitrary cuts in total * wages inthe garb of fines. 
Deduction of two-days w ages for one days absence from 
the work was general practice. The level of wages during 
those hazy-days wea terribly low and there was no 
6 
rational nexus between the vork and reward. The irony 
was that these meagre wages,too were subject to the 
voracity of the employers and there was no mechanism 
available to curb their Msdeeds* 
Imposition of fines was at its apex in 
perennial factories^railways ,mines .quarries .plantations, 
and other estrab-lishments.There used to be other deductions 
from the wages paid to the workeEs such as for example 
for medical.attendence.education.reading rooms.interest 
on advances of their own wages.charities and religious 
purposes chose by the emiboyers alone exclusively. T^e cases 
of atrocities against these teeming and toiling workers are 
too numerous to give an exhaustive list. 
All these maladies provedito be the goads for the 
Indian Crovemment ,which necessiated the passage of the Act. 
Hence,the Payment of Wages Act,1936 was the' 
first attempt to regulate by law,the indiscriminate deducti-
ons and delays in the pa-yment of wages to working class. 
The Act took its cue from a similar English Law,viz, 
British Truek Act,1831. ^ he British Truck Act ,l831drives 
its name from the term "Trucking". Trucking is a practice 
whereby employers used to pay their employees in kind 
or required them to expend their wages in articles bought 
from the employers shops. The freedom to the employer to 
pay the worker in any kind he pleased lent itself to 
numerous malpractices. The British Truck Act,prohibited 
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payment of wages in any form except ctirrent coins of the 
realm. The Act excludes the idea of any payment which is 
not final and absolute. 
Despite the passing of the ^itish Truck Act,1831, 
it took about a century in importing the idea of Act,1831 
in India, ^ he first seed in this direction can be 
trace* back to 1925 when a 'Private Bill called the 
Weekly Payment of Wages Bill was introduced in the legislative 
Assembly. But the Government gave nothing but a simple 
assurance of taking steps to curb the preva-iling chaos 
among the people. 
It was only in 1926 that the Government for the 
first time stirred itself to address letters to the local 
Governments to ascertain the then position with regard to 
the delays which occured in the payment wf wages to persons 
employed in industry and practice of imposing fines on 
them. The enquiry revealed the widespread abuses in both 
these directions. The material collected was placed before 
the Royal Commission on Labour appointed in 1929. ^ he 
Royal Commission on Laboxir was the first official 
body to undertake an exhaustive study of all aspects 
of the conditions of the Indian industriep- and plantation, 
labour and suggested precious reforms with regard to fines, 
deductions for damage or loss, and declared deductions-wv^ icH^ xe. 
not permissible^ teilso examined the delays made in the 
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payment of wages emphasising that they should "be paid 
as early possible. It opined that law shild be applicable-
to factories , mines ,railwaysand plantations and it 
should provide for possible extensions to other branches 
of industry. 
The Report of the Royal Commission indeed,paved 
the way for the Government in this direction. Then the 
Government of India on Feb,1933 introduced a Bill . 
Unfortunately the Assembly dissolved in 1934 and consequently 
the Bill lapsed. In 1935 again Bill nominal variations 
was introduced in the Assembly. The Bill was on the footings 
of the original one viz,1933's but was rectified in the 
light of critieism forwarded by the members when the 
original Bill was circulated for the purpose of opinion 
in 1933, At last ,after the constant struggle of about ten 
years (sincel925) the crus-aders succeeded ingetting the 
^ill passed iia 1936 named " The Payment of Wages Act, 1936, 
but in practice it came into operation on 28th March,1937. 
In order to meet the change3Lcircumstances,the Act has been 
subjected to the Parliamentary legislative excercises 
from time to time . The Pasment of Wages (Amendment) Act, 
1937,the Pajnnent Of Wa^es (Amendment) Act, 1957, the Pa5nnent 
of Wages(Amendment) Act,1964,Central Labour Commission 
Laws (Extension to J.&.K. )Act,l970,'the Payment of Wages 
(Amendment) Act,1976 and the Payment of Wages (Amendment) 
Act,1982, satisfied the changing needs of the society at 
large. 
The primary object of the Act as stated above is 
to safeguard the wages of the employees and their payment 
to them without any unauthorised ,illegal and illegitimate 
deductions therefrom. Its object ±i to ensure pairmment 
of wages on due dates and discourage arbitrary cuts or 
deductions .It prescibed an enforcement machinery and 
lays down the penalty for the contravention of the Act, 
•'-t ensures payment of wages at regular intervals and 
prohibits unlawful cuts therefrom. It applies to the whole 
of India and covers all those workers receiving wages not 
exceeding to Rs. 1600/- per-month, 
'Wage.'as defined in Section 2(vi)of the payment 
of Wages Act,1936 is wider than what it is in the Minimum 
Wages Act,1948. However,the thread thatruns through the 
definition of wage in the Payment of Wages Act ,1936 and 
Minimum Wages ,Act, 1948 is thestwage means and includes 
all remunerations which can be expressed in terms of money 
payable to the workmen on the fulfilment of the term of 
the employment. 
The scope and ambit of the Act has been expanded 
and widened by the Parliament in 1982 by changing or 
altering the S.2(ii). Originally it was "industrial 
estab-lishment" defined by S.2(ii). Now "industrial 
estab-lishnebt" is replaced by "industrial or other 
estab-lishment". A new Sub-Cl,(b)in S.2(ii) has also been 
added which authorises the Central Government as well as 
State Governments to extend the applicelSion of the Act to 
any other estab-lishments or classof estab-lishments for 
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the protection of persons employed thei^ fn. Dratic changes 
have also been made in other Sections but specially in S.20 
i.e,penalty for offences under the Act, All the penalties 
e.e.Tv 
in case of contravention of the Act enhanced by the Actof 
1982. 
India is a country of diversities, ^ he socio-
economic conditions of each state differ from that of 
other. Besides In-dian Constitution is basically a 'Federal 
one' which confers various pawerd^ upon the states. 
Hence state Governments acting under the rule-making 
power canferred on them by S.25(l) of the Act have enacted 
theKon respective laws and made Rules for the effective 
in^jlementation of the t'ayment of Wages Act,1936. 
But theseState Amending Acts introduced only 
minor changes in original Act of 1936 as regards to/lts 
application in their respective states only. 
During my study of LL.M. in Labour Laws my 
mind was alvBiiys haunted by inhuman and intolerable 
working and living conditions of the working class-the 
back hone of our industrial society. What to talk about 
the implementation of Minimum Wages Act,1948 even the 
workers are not getting the hard earned labour-fruit»^e 
wages. Thd various devices of unauthorised deductions-^^ 
have been devised by the employers. This has made me to 
undertake a detailed study of the "jLaw of Deductions" 
\mder the Payment of Wages Act,1936, to know how far 
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and to what extent the deductions^ laws are Wov-fei-ng in practice • 
A few questions regarding the payment of wages with authori-
sed deductions under the Act have been agitating my mind 
For example,has the Act achieved its desired sucess ?. 
Has it fulfilled the expectations of the workers ?. Have 
She greedy 'haves* stopped their malpractices of arbitrary 
deductions from the workers' wages?. All these questions 
always attra-cted my mind. Hence,the present work -^ bSie 
" Dissertation" is meant only to answer these aforesaid 
questions and to find out solution to these problems. 
Alittle attempt is made to deal the subject in the proper 
perspective and in its present day implication in order to 
check the malpractice of the employer so that the workers 
should not be quelled by them. 
The concept of deductions,what does not constitute 
a deduction and more emphatically the rationale behind the 
deductions have been the subject matter of Chapter I, among 
the four chapters of the 'dissertation'. 
*he Statutory concept ofauhtorised deductions 
prescibed by the Act and their classification into three 
broad Categories have been the domin^ n^t theme of Chapter II, 
Chapter III has touched unauthorised deductions 
going on in our industrial and other estab-lshments despite 
the Payment of Wages Act. 
Ensuring the payment of wages with authorised 
deductions only to the wokrmen on due dates and at regular 
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intervals,machinery for the enfclement of the Act 
and for the achievement of its object has been envisaged 
in the Act itself . Th6 appointment of authorities , 
their administration and jurisdiction relating to the 
iipplementation of the Act, other procesual aspects 
have been discussed in Chapter IV, 
In the concluding portion of the dissertation 
an evaluation of the law of deductions , their working 
or functional viability and a few suggestions -ilieieiili 
have been made* 
* • » * * * # 
D E_D U C T I 0 N S ; 
The word "deduction" has not been defined in the Payment 
of Wages Act,1936, It ordinarily means to take away or substract 
a sum or amount ffom the total ,and thereby diminish the same . 
Thisissome sort of reduction of an amount from a greater amount. 
Every payment made by the employed person to the employer 
2 
shall be deemed to be a deduction foir the purposes of this Act. 
The Court interepreted the term deduction in Bijai Cotton Millscase-^  
wherein it was held thsrt the word deduction should be construed in 
the wider sense when applying the provisions of the S.I5. The 
deduction has not been defined under the Act. Hence,an amount 
pertaining to wages which ought to have been paid and vrtiich has not 
been paid would be deduction for the purposes of the Act . In 
instant case,the claim related to the additional wages and dearness 
allowance payable to the concerned workmen for the years 1950 to 
1953 xmder the terms of an award made by the Industrial Tribunal 
in the yeat 1955(modified by the Labour Appellate Tribimal in Dec. 
1956). 
Subtraction of wages on account of change in the lower 
cadre would amount to deduction of wa ges as held in Ruldu Ram's 
case in which the Punjab High Court observed ,the petitioner were 
guards in the service of Railway. They alleged that they chose 
the new scales of pay in the cadre of te,60 to Rs. 170 with certain 
annual increments as prescribed by the Central Sailway pay Commission, 
They recieved their pay for a period of three years according 
to the new scales but in 1950 their designation was changed 
and their pay was reduced by putting in lower cadre. The petitioners 
applied under Ss. 3,15»l6 of the Pajnnent of Wages-Act. In these 
circumstances the reduction of wages felt within the words 'deduction' 
1. Chopre,D.S. The Pa5n3ient of Wages Act, 1935. 
2. Section 7(l) Explanation I of Payment of Wages Act ,1936. 
3. Bi.iai Cotton Mjiis V.Sub.Div. i%fistrate(l964)-I.L.L.J6l8 Raj. 
4. Ruldu Ram V. Div.Supdt. Northern Railway.A.I.R. 1956 Punj. l66 
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in wages^ within the meaning of Section 7. 
Since the - ay-ient of n'OG .-ict dopc lot de.'^ i.no the 
deduction in an elabor 'te nannGr,'/G can understand the 
co'T-ceyl of deduction through the judicial -ork dons la this 
r-y • rd, 
5 
A A -'^ -P-Q-A^ , ., 'hay,o,1 i' s cn'-^ e the petitioner MCS clas-iCiod 
a=; :: painter under the notification dated ^I-IP-ICA'' r. id 'is 
'.,a\es vas fixed on the monthly scale prescribed thero'jnder. 
Tliereafter,under the subsequent notification he v/ns ro-cl"sr.i-
fied as a Irush - ainter because he foiled to nasr, the tcr-t 
preGcrib=-d and he v/as paid \/ases accordinf- to the rr-clasr,ifincl 
crades. -he petitioner,therefore ,applied to the Ca'it-'in 
Superintendent of India .'aval Dockyard •^ ocibay,and cO'^ .tended 
that," the revision of oay scale resulting in reduction of his 
Has 
v/ages^illecal " and that he v/as entitled to recieve v;a,-es 
according to the Motification dated 31-1?-19'i7. ''"he respondent 
refused to accept the demand made by the petitioner. Jhe 
petitioner thereupon applied to the Payment of 'aes Authority, 
Bombay for refund of the sum of >s2hO/- v;hich tie alleged had 
been illegally deducted from the petitione's v/a'es a::reed v.dth 
petitioner's contention, the Court held that taking av/ay of 
this sura of h ?40/- "roui the v/a^ es of the petitioner amounted 
to deduction under the I ayment of '.'ages Act. 
5. Anand 3ha,g:o.ii V. Captain jupdt. mdian >:aval Dockyard, 
AIR. 1956 Bom.391. 
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The Act declares all contracts as illegal and void 
whereby an employee relinquishes any right conferred by the 
Act, in so far as the contract purports to deprive him of 
6 
such right . But earlierlncase of I^ .aharaja Sri Umaid Hills 
the Court held, 
"If by a contract or an agreement which is not 
hit by Section z3 of the Payment of iages Act, 
the wage payable becomes smaller,the substition 
of a smaller sum for a higher wages is not 
a deduction within the meaning of Section 7," 
7 
In Trichinopoly Mills Ltd. case the Court obseved, 
v/here the Standing order provided that no-v;ages are to be paid 
for the period of lay-off due to reasons beyond the control 
of the management such as pov/er-cut etc. then such non-
payment of wages is not illegal deduction. This non-payment 
of v/ages in accordance with the Standing brder in the aforesaid 
situation is called the "deduction" under the Act. 
Similarly in Dilbapjh Sppinning and eavin,?: Co.case 
v/here the employer vms paying laonthly v/ages of less than Ti 50/-
and also giving rent free-acco aodation to ;iis v/or'-crs but v/iien 
the wa,:,es of the \i/orlcers \7ore raised to ;^ nO/- per month h)j 
an av/ard , the employer started deduting Fr. ':/- per fnonth 
S» Ma:!ara;ia U-iald l.ills V. Collector,(l95o; TI :,.L.Jo6/t iiaj. 
7»Trichnopoly I-ills Ltd.V. l^amirmtiianC 19"5} i J..'.J.?''9 9ad. 
2'« Dilbagh 3;;iaaln.g and ;.7eavij.i/<; Co. 7. 3her '"-iagh, 29-?.>^ '.'S. 
:%'G Punj. 
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"r. :ou;:;e-Eont a l lo ' /ance and r,ou'-;;ht t o Jur- t i ry the doduction, 
uncicr f'.e i e c t i e n 7 (? ) s d ) . t t '.,'. s he ld t h a t t h e e^'-'^loyer 
.';.s ':ot j u s t i f i e d , in :ia":in;- such a d'^ducti'^n "r -^n t he •" er 
f.l-:ed by an i.vard* 
L.'his r e d u c t i o n of "":, y / - per Month IG house r - ' ^ t a l i o anco 
fror, t h e rc i ,u l*r '.••n:;oa of t h e vrorkorz by e^ r loyer a .ounLsto 
deduction, v.'e are concerned here. 
9 But in Saair 1-umar Chater.jee's case, v/here the 
petit'.oners were employed under Calautta 5fate Transport 
Corporation (the respondent) , a pay revision was made on the 
reconimendation of a pay revision Committee and it v/as 
accepted by the '.'est Bengal Crovernment. Hov;ever, by means of 
a government Order ,it v/as order 3d that arrears of v/ages 
need not be paid to v/orkers in cash and that they should 
be credited in a special fund called 'Retirement 'benefit 
i^ und'. It is this direction that is challenged in these 
procedings. 
'in depriving the petitioners or employees of the v/nges 
earned by them , a vested itight of theirfe is taken a- ay. 
Such deprivation or deductiion can not be supported by mere 
impliccjtion from the different provisions of the Act'. There 
is no express provision in the -vct authorising either the 
Covernment Hr the Corporation to pass impugned direction 
or act in the manner it has been doing in deducting the 
9. Samir Kumar Chatter.jee & Others V. State of .'est Bengal 
and Others , (l974)-II L.L.J. kO? (Cal). 
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salary of its eiaployees. 'i'he direction and set are unauthorised. 
Recently in •^••^ .Jadhav s case the Calcutta High Court 
observed,the enployer and the repres'^ntative union arrived 
at the settlement over v rious demands of the et-iployees and 
for secui-ing them these advantages ,, the enployeos through 
their Unioa agreed that 1]'^ of the net arre^irs should be 
contributed to the working of the Union and be paid the 
directly to the representative ^nion . 
^he contribution of ?/'' of the net arrears :")ayable by 
the eniployefts to the employers under the settlement, thouf:;h 
the payment of that amount v;ill be utlised by the Union, 
even than the same cut from the\7aTes v;ill amount to dor^uction 
The provision fof deduction did not offend Section 7 "nt 
?^ of the i^ct in any :-/ay. 
In s ' lort , deduction i s the depriv •,tio'> of cerjrain 
I :Onet -ry r i g h t s fron the r igh t fu l and jus t v'-:/^ aa of the 
v/or;:ern by the ei.;;loyars. io:i"> t ines the nantern do vfc "Ssy 
usuro-'.tion v/ i l e in a fe-' others c s - s t h i s i - 'b t rar t ion 
beco:aes the fountain of c-:rtain ontttlemont and "'enafits , 
In favour of the aubncrl'^ers i . e . e- 'loyr--:- themralvr?:;. 
10' J^«G.Jodhgv / . ;.i . lanat . '^\'T^ - l 5 l a b . .C. 104A. 
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J):)lafution "I of lection ?; (l) , ay::ient of .'afevS Act, 
is consisted of the provisions as to wliat shall not be deemed 
to be a deduction from the v;ar;es of concerned v/orliers . i'his 
Ijx^ tlanation provides as under -
Any loss of v;a<'3es resulting from the imposition , 
for the good and sufficient cause ,upon a "oerson e"-^ loyed, 
of any of the following penalities namely, 
(i) . the v/ithholding of the Increment or T>romotion 
(including ofhe stoppage of incrementat an 
efficiency bar); 
(ii). the reduction to a lawer post or time scale or to a 
lower stage in a time scale,or 
(iiO. suspention; 
shall not be deemed to be a deduction from v/a";es in 
any case where the rules framed by the employer for the 
imposition of any such penalty are in conformity v/ith the 
requirements, if any,which may be specified in thisbehalf 
by the State Government by Notification in the Official 
11 Gazette. 
',/here there is any loss of v/ages resulting from the 
irappsition of the any of the penalties mentioned in Clauses 
(i) to (lii) of Epplanation II,the same sh-ould not be 
regarded as a deduction from the wages if the following 
conditions are satisfied-
11.The Payment of Wages Act, 1936. 
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(a), the imposition of such penalty is for good 
and suf:':'icieat cause & 
(b). the rules framed by the employer for the 
imposition of such penalties coaform 
to the State Government reuuirements in 
behalf. 
The application of the aforementioned provision was v/ell 
recognised in Eastern Railways case in which Allahabad Hi^h 
Court held that, once a competent authority had reduced respondent 
no.3 (in this case) in rank and his order v/as affirmed by the 
Appellate Authority ,it was not open to the I ayment of '.fases 
Authority to ignore those orderes and hold that the deduction in 
rank v/as not for ^ood and suffucient cause or reason . The order 
is conclusive on the point of good and sufficient cause. 'lence, 
a valid order reducing a person in rank would not amount to 
r'^ duction in wages. 
Iji '^ hhotey Lai jaxsena's case the implication of 
section 7.1,^  Explanation 3'I, Clause (l) wan thoroughly dincus-^ ed 
in which i.r. Justice > athak obs-^ rved, 
" the petitioners contendc' that the prescribed 
Authority had no jurisdiction to enquire whether 
the penalty could be imnosed upon the respondent 
'•rithout considering his e:r"l;ination . the 
contention is \-/ell founded. It is tru^-:' that 
'' 2. SaiterrnTa'i Iwa vi~^rTcM7"Drstricyt'' ^ H^^ "~''nW''^ T^'"'.':". "•-"T 5^"'"2T AllTr' 
13• Divisional rersonnel Officer,IT. :'lallv;ay V. :^h^te2i_±:sQ::,,,^^erm, 
(19$1)-I L.I.C. 59^ (Alld). 
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th -ch t the ^l-uneCl; oC -..l-a^ vtion ]> of 
J c^c.loa 7 n'^e'''-". o.t t'^ e Inr^ o^ j tion 'for 
"DO'' •'-id TvVfficicit c.vco ' o"^  the 
oennltien ./sntioned therin . "'ut thnt 
does not in v'y opinion, e:- ^ o-'er the 
=. rescribod Authority to. sit in jud-^ont 
over the order of unis-'.r.ent and decide 
v/hether there vr s,indeed f^ ood ':'a6 suf-^ic-
ient cause for the r.c;<in'3 the order , 
The e'rression 'for good and sufficient 
cause' has been inserted in the provision 
only to describe the kind of orders 
contemplated by e:cplanation II. "^ he 
order of the penalty must be an order 
\'hich is conraonly accepted as bein^ for 
r,ood and sufficient cntise . It n^ur.t not 
be -nn order 'fade arbitr^'ry . ^t is im-:or-
tant to notice that . c"^ lanation II is in 
the nati.'re of a definition, •^t is not a 
provision confftTrin*^  jurisdiction u^on 
any authority . VHien tFiat is so ,it is 
plain that the Frescribed ..uthority 
cannot rely upon explanation II for 
definin;^ ^ its jurisdiction, $hat jurisd-
iction must be discovered from elsewhere 
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in the Act. iiccordinr^ ly in ny judgement 
the Frescribed Authority ejccercised 
jurisdiction not vested in it by eiitcr-
ing into the question v/^ ietiier the order 
withholding the increment vrs justified 
in Lav/." 
'.Tien any project or work is as.sifjned to the workers for 
completion subject to the time limit, the presumption is that the 
workers will discharge the allotted work within the stipulated 
time . If they become sluggish in doing so they will 
naturally be affected adversely. As it was observed in the case of 
Jankiram Mills Ltd.Raju Palayam^^ ^ ^^^ ^ ^^ ^^ ^ ^ ^^ 
rationalisation itself prescribed a particular work load which 
v/as the basis for the award of wages,wages paid for turning out 
the lessar work load could not and would not constitute any dedu-
tion. 
Principles of nattaral justice dealing with the notice and 
an opportunity of defending himself should be followed while 
taking any action under Section 7(1) Explanation 2 of the Act 
against the worker as held in the decision of Satendra Nath's case15 
in which a railway employees privelges for one yeir ;^ere stopped 
by v;ay of punishment . In appealby another employee connected 
^^' Janakiram rills t^d.,,^ a^ja Palayajn V, Add.CO:m.for ;.'orkmen*s 
Compensation ,I:adurai & Others,51-"'« J »'^  1977-319. 
15. Divisional Supdt. Motheren Railway V. Satendra I'ath. (19oh) -I 
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v;ith the inefficient ,the penalty v,n:s enh-inced and the increment 
for one year v/f^s directed to be :>erTnanently stopped even 
thouf.h the concerned emloyee did not :ire^ er any a'^ oeol so 
for DG ho •;'• K concerir>rl Ihe r^ 'les frarod -"ndor 
Ixnl.-'iation II to section 7(1/ o"^  the I-:y^ :ont o" '- PS .ict 
inter-ali.-! provide that pr^nalty of r-.ton -in, of increment 
or r^ot.iotion (includin.^ stojijar.e of incre;:ont nt the eff-ic-
ioncy hi:r^ ic to ""DO ii.i osod only after the oersoa concerned 
had beo-n informed inv/riting of the Proposed action tO'-'-ether 
v;ith the alle^ati ons and ";iven an opportunity to rake m y 
representation that he may wish to make. 
The 'Sxplanation' leaves to the enrployer ,his 
right to determine the efficiency of the employee and 
consequent promotion or demotion of the erapkoye-' depending 
upon his performance . But the impositionof penalty resultia-r 
in demotion in rank or pay must satisfy the rules of natural 
justice. It is therefore provided that the penalty could be 
imposed for a sufficient cause and must be in accordance 
with the i^ uies framed by the appropriate Government .For 
taking any action detrimental to the worker under Section 7 
(l) Explanation II ,the v/orker must have done something 
opoosecLto the rules and the same had been proved against 
him. As it was held in the case of ivl ...ushran. ' v/here 
the contract of service between the employer and employee 
is not suspended and the employee is not charged v;ith having 
''^» l^ »P»i^ '^ ushran Y. B.C.Patil, A.I.R. l952,3om.235. 
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acted contre^ry to the rules the eaployer canaot order the 
the eraployee to go on half pay leave or leave without pay 
as it a.:iounts to ab ille';al deduction, the Or'l->r along-
v;ith order of suspension issued to the employees by the 
by the railv/ay authorities nan as follov;s: 
" Mease note that you should remain at head-
quarters and reoort to your office-in-chage every 
day until your c'se is finally decided". 
It appears that the employee vms under an 
obli^^tion to serve and if the employee was under an obli-
ftatioi to serve,the employer was under an obligation to -lay 
/^a'^ ,es. -'herefore, the real nature of suspension order and 
the subsistence allo'/^ ance is that the employer irpoced 
a fine on the e-'.nloyee and deducted it froa ^^ a-^ es. -ioction 
deals 'Ith certain deductions for absence frora duty. The 
d?duction i" ovir^ ntion ho^ .'over is not sjovered by the •rc'':ion. 
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In : inara ' i 'rhr.uti^^'i's c':-nG '- ' lerin ".n n . m l i c t i o n 
"ipde u.id^r sec t ion 13 o.-^ " the "-ct t h e concerned o'^-'loya'^s 
orayed for ^ ' i rectloo, t o the e'"nl o nr in r e "^rd to a l i o .-^ d 
deduct ion from t h e i r -..r. ,n-; on the -"'round t h a t ' l eno^ i t of 
s e r v a n t a l l ^^ ' n ' c^ v:a"ai'le to f ' n n •••'^ n , i r t i ' ^ l l ' ' and i-^  
sa;;.o cannc t^ th« fiall o t ^ n t by ':'':e n^"^loyer. le 
'^'^' -^^ 1-^ a-J^ am 'Jhr^utiya V. Lajigjan -'ea E s t a t e (1963) '• : .L.J.-^S? '.G. 
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The authorit;' found th.-rfc by vdthdr v^ al o.? such benefit the 
the v/.'—,eT oC the c;pplicants v/ere not adversely -ffecten 
•add hence the annllc tion v;as dlsaissed 
The ri::^ ht clnined by the e:-. lo^ 'ees under section 1^  rend 
v/ith •iection 7 Is the ri^ rjht to teceive the total >./ '^ ea a..-;reed 
to betv;een the parties -.nd if the total '^a.res are not affected 
than that Yi^ht cannot be said to ha\re been contravened. 
Thus, adjustment in vnes resultia,- in no-reduction in 
v;a,^ es is not deduction at all, 
>Io doubt,in viev/ of the special facts and t'^ e 
circumstances of the : .P.i>shran's case ,the enployoes v/ere 
held to be entitled to full wages for the period of 
suspension,but no general rtiile was laid dov/n that in every 
case of suspension the employee would be entitled to full 
vra'^ es for the periM of suspension!%n the under mentioned 
case we se" the decision quite contrary to the aforesaid 
decision i.e.i.usharan's. 
In Mev/ Victoria ^dlls .Ltd^Ilan^ur s case -^  in this 
neither under the Standing grder nor under any order specif-
ically passed by the management was there any obligation 
on the part of the complainants to presenjf themselves 
every day at the Mills or even to remain in Kanpur . 
$here is nothing in the Standing O^d er to give power to the 
management to call upon the suspended employee to report 
_ I —r .lU 1^ It -W -» -»! ITT n [ T-TTT—I • — — i ^ ^ « ^ « l » W i 
18, Sriwastava,K.D, Commmentaries on the Paym.ent of V/ages 
Act,l936. p.151. 
19# Mew Victoria Mills Ltd, Kanpur V, Asgar All & Others, 
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himself at the Mills. There v/as no vro'.^ J/oitio-i for the 
work'-aa/:^. '-o coe'-: ^ 'rT^ -loy io:it elsewhere . ^n the facts of $he 
casei it must be held that the contract of employment \\ras 
suspended diiring the period of suspension and the oWigat-
ation and the rights of parties under the contract were no 
longer in operation. I'hat being so the complainants are not 
enttitled to wages on basis of the nrovision contained 
in the Payment of /ages Act, 1936 and the non~payi'>ent o:? 
this amount during the period of suspension would not aiount 
deduction under the implication of Section 7(l) ornlan.^tion 
II,Clause(iii). 
Sometimes a question arises v/aether a rediictior. 
in v/a:^ es due to a fresh contract anounts to deduction or not 
in I-'ohgmed -iaji Umair's case" the Court observed , if 
an e;:ployer terminates his existing contract with a servant , 
but offers to re-onploy hin on a iQiger r^ ite of pay , 
there is nothing in this Act ag,aT^ ite . .3ut a reduction 
of certain a. ount ner noMh fron further pay of an 
employee as a penalty or punishment for the delinuencies 
committed by him amounts, in the absence of a contract 
service at a rendered rate of v/agesjto deduction v/itbin 
the meaning of Soction 15 of the Act and as such deduction 
is mot covered by Section 7 and 8 ,the employee is not 
entitled to the refund of the deduction. 
20.Mohamed "^^a.1i Umar V, Divisional Superitendent i'orthern 
Western Railways . A.I.R. 19^1. Sind. 191. 
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2. QQiiSsSyiiQMy £L2l=i^MMSi2S=ii=ii2S|Qi=?lll • 
The civil servant is indispensable to the governace 
of the country in the modern administrative age. '•'•'he 
Constitution ,therefore, seeks to inculcate in the civil 
servant a sense of security and fairplay so that he may 
work and function effeciently and may contribute his best 
to the country. Article 309 and 323 of the Constitution 
make elaborate provisions for the Central and State services . 
The question regarding the constitutionality of 
Section 7(1) Explanation II has been elaborate discussed 
in the light of aforementioned Articles in Satendra Hath's 
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case in the ^f^cit petition preferred by the railv;ay admini~ 
strai;ion,it was inter-alia urged; 
(i). Under Clause (1) of Article 310 of the Const-
itution of India ;except as expressely provided 
member of a civil service of the ^ nion holds 
office during the ^leisure of the President. 
The two qualifications as given in Article 
310 are that such a person:-
(a), shall not be dismissed or removed by an autho-
rity subordinate to that by which h-^^ vras 
appointed ,and 
(b/. shall not be dismissed or removed or reduced 
in rank until he has been given a reasonable 
opportmnity of shov/ing cause against the 
21. Jain ,M.F.-Constitutional -i-aw, p.Sl6. 
2^:* Pivisional Supdt. Delhi V. Satendra t^ ath.(1 96A)I ^^^J-
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action proposod to be tcv:en in regard to him. 
'•i-'he \/itliholding of increment or promotion 
coise^uent upon discinlinary action is not one of the 
qaalificatioHS to the holdin/5 of office by the civil 
servant concerned during pleasure of the .-'residGnt and is 
not ,therefore, justidable by the Authority under thn Actj 
consequently,e:colanation II to 3ub-'^ection (I; of Section 
7 of the Act is ultra-vires the Constitution . 
Article 309 of the Constiti'tion gives th" -^ ov/er to 
the appropriate le'^islature to re'.ulate the rocruitnent 
, conlifcicitv^  of Service o f p c r s p n a '•af)?c>irit'ttL tp p-ublic ^ e r v i c c g a-n^ 
and Dosts m connection v/xth the aflairs of the cpxon 
or of agry State, "he provisio to this Article layn dO'n 
that until such a -^revision is made by or under an -ict of 
the ap "ro-'riate Legislature, it sh?.ll be co-patent for t' o 
i resident or the -^ovEmor of a "^ tate ,rs the C"".se ray be, 
to iri.'ke the service rule;:.. Uad'^ r ^^rticle 31'% "u ;til 
other provision is mad-^  in this be'^nlf under the Constitu-
tion ,all the lavfs inforce immediatley before the 
commencement of the Constitution and applicable to any 
public service or any .>ost which continues to exist after 
the commencement of the Constitution under the Union or 
State shall be continued in force The combined 
effect of all these provisions is that so far as the 
the iiailv/ay servant are concerned ,the service rules as 
embodied in the Indian Railv/ay Estabilishment Code continue 
28 
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in force . It has been held in Babu Ram's ease that 
Parliament or the legislature of states can make a law 
regulating the conditions of service of members of the 
Public Services which include proceedings by way of 
disciplinary action without affecting the powers of the 
President or the Governor under Article 310 of 'che 
Constitution . ^ hus, sizcplar^ation II to Sub -Section(l) 
of Section 7 is not ultreavires the Constitution . 
As we are progressing towards industri-
alisation,mass production and large-scale operation are 
Inevitable.iarge-scale opgjcations can be undertaken only 
by large organis-ationswhere ipillions of workers are 
engaged . "or every such organisation to function harmon-
eously without friction strict discipline ,rigid observance 
of rules ,a high sense of duty and dedication are essential. 
But Indian workers in majority regretfully ,lack these 
attributes. -'Oth the employers and workers laave been 
frequently complaining against each other for the growing 
indiscipline,low productivity ,high rate of absenteesism 
and lack of initiative among the worker'^ . 
'/orkers first obligation is to do the job 
conscientiously,and assiduously with maximum possible 
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decree of care and skill, therefore, in order to run these 
organisations smoothly and to augment the national 
economy certain neas'jres have been e^triisted in the barids 
of the einployers. ''hese me-svires-v/eaTons nay be v.'arniag, 
fines,suspensation, termination,reduction in rank , 
stoppage of increment , compulsory retireme^.t ,reversion 
and dismissal etc. But the best -.-^ay to control the v/orkers 
activities has been the instrumentality of deduction under 
the Payment of ',/ages Act, 1936. Unlilte the aforesaid 
neas'jres it is more effective and apposite, '^he ghost 
of deduction alv;ays frightens them to abstain from the 
evil of absenteeism . '•ven. after that if they absent 
themselves from the duty out of frialty or for any li^ -e 
reasons they do so at their oyjb risk resulting in the 
deductions frou their v/ages for any inaation of this nature. 
•i-'he '-revision of deduction alv/ays plnyn a vital 
role in rnaiing the v/orknrs disciplia~-d vdthout strict 
discipline no estabiTlshnent can render. Unci line 
has been the "-ey-'tone of civi'.izatio-^ . It is the pivot 
of the :^ iodern society, .'ith the develo 'neat of industry-
nlis-tion In our coun;:ry -nd n co-contrntod class of 
industrial workers .'lad tech-^lcians, the ro'^aen of 
discipline ia industrir}s has 'ssujied a new diraension . 
Indiscinliae is the root cause of chao^ ond lov; 
in industrial rvr'::nr[. jometi-rnes thir, notorious 
indisci^ -ll'-'e lends to a da.n\a^ or loss of oronerty ovmed 
by the e:noloyer. 3ometi:aes the negligenc--^  of the 
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workers results in loas'^s to the e ^^loyer duo to incorrect 
refunds by the erntoloyees concer-ed. The sluf^ t^rishness 
of the v/orkers nay cause sreat h-rn to lailvra'^  r.dminis-
tration . Apprehension of deduction alone refrainsthe 
workeEs from indulging in the activities deterimental 
to the particular industry. 
Deduction coatrols malingery on the side o-" 
employees for feat* of subtration of v/ages for the 
bracketed period . Every contracted labour is done v;ith 
caution and care, '^''ae obsess of deduction ammeliorates 
strict discipline ,honesty ,rigid observance of rules 
a high sense of all the duties and dedication ainong 
workers . The combination of all these traits culminates 
in the smooth running of any industrial concern and 
boosting up the national econony. 
On the one side deduction stands nec3r,sai&"y for 
the proi er vor'.~..^  o? th-industrial organisation 
v;hile to the contrrry they are nueh more needed for the 
welfare of the ei- -'loyees also, -"eductions becore the 
fountain of many entitlements which flow out of these 
little collcctioni', taken by the e^iployor. '"i"*iis little 
amount subscribed by the :^ oor ^/orkers throughout their 
toT'ro rcG-'ltn ia the ri.'^ ht of hanclsone amount in the 
form of ; rovident "u-id . 7t deveSiops a ':ir"h n-^ nse of 
of social security in '^Orlcerr. pnd satnbili"ation cji 
onnos"-d to their past ttl leran ho character. 
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'I'he eiXployor j'rovides cr.rt' in s rvicos ".nA .•^•::^n*rt:iGS 
for the c'-'ivoiaicrice '^ f hi?"' v/or'cers, /.'ov,' c nrt'.'m.l ---estion 
haunts the mind ,:T!ron rhere tHe ciiiplo/or v/oultl _;Gt this 
2xtra-s"ent amount ne-^tinn -^ ut •i-'Or inovita'-le le'ccr.sit-
ities of '.rar'vers . '-e is naturally •'."•~im.d to reclove t'e 
same from the '.'.'or'':ers v,'a'",!?s in the na:-ie o.!^ deCuctionv/hich 
in "c'lerally quite nominal ??nd bearable' by the eroployees. 
In Gone cases the oni ;lojrer .-^ ives sQ^e a'nount to his 
v/or/lers in cCv-^.ce or as a loan at the worker's demands. 
5o coiapensnte this loss of economy the resort of deduction 
proves very hclnful to hira . The v/orkers avail many of the 
facilities out of their amount deducted by the employer.•whe:nha 
subtracts sum of theix amount for the payment of 
cooperative societies, naturally in return the workers 
get the advantages of thede societies .'.fhen master is 
providing house-accommodation to his v/orkers,he becomes 
boxond to adjust this e>jpenditiAre fromtheir salaries. 
These deductions indeed,are too meagre to affect 
the normal lives of the workers. Butthese little 
drops of gradual cuts take the shape of oc-ean of 
facilities when their schemes iremati^re. 
Ail realiciitiongby way of finec uxe an lien• 
only upon the pur oscs beneficial to the persons employed 
in the factory or estabilishment ,v.'hich are approved 
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by ttie prescribed authority. For instance,in -iamlv/ays 
factories and establishments these deductions are credited 
to a cosamon fund maintained for the Welfare of the staff 
as a v/hole . deductionisroade by v/ay of ta::es or Governmental 
funds are indirectly uti'iise(§ for the workers themselves. 
Because this is the era of collectivism which appreciates 
upllftment of the v;orl:ing community. ^^ence,for the implim-
entation of the various welfare shemes rim by the -Zentr-il 
Government these deductions prove hel:'>ful . In order to 
cope with the i.oer^ent si$;uations of the country the 
deductions are aimed at meeting out these ci^ cu.-.staice., 
under the hoads of de uction for .'ational .ofenc ''und 
or DefencE Savings 'icheme approved by the 3tnte "overnment. 
'-^'he deductions as stated above .r-ust be eonf^ id-^ red 
in the ri^ht orespectives and in the larf^ er interest of 
bot" e :ploynrn r.nd e-' loyoes. Deductionss'loul:'' not only 
bn treated the cuts from the i/a'es but should b^ treated 
as an effective ';o?sure in r.cceleratin';^  the Droductivity 
in the industrial estr.nil chnents . As v/e ':no'/ out. 
national character io that \-!e -re utterly lethr^ic 
and careless which afflicts us lil'e anything rather should 
5-ay that eating ue from within. The labour class v/hich 
suffers from thir. iialady does not care for its f a-ily 
needs what to talk about the industry, i'hen the method 
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of deduction v;as devised by compelling the c'^ l^oyees to 
keep the tlo-i of productivity funnin.p; , It helps the 
employer easily to ensure the raan-^^ov/er as v/ell as 
the productivity and the availabilityoffcommidities 
in the society at large . 
It helps the workers to earn the v/ gos regularly 
\fithout unreasonable or probable absence from the duty 
ensuring the family needs and requirements. Keeping this 
purpose in vidw it can be said that deductions are 
legally authorised by the Act to be imposed on theworkers, 
The unauthorised deductions are of course ,not at all 
permitted by the Act itself. Thus,justness ,fairness and 
reasou^leness of the authorised deductions to be imposed 
on the workers or to be made from the vares of the 
workers are beyond any doubt v;ell estrbiished. 
•ii'"T|" •.' *• I*"ir7nv7\""*\"")r i;"A 'i\"47 
C H A P T E R- II 
AUTHORISED DEDUCTIONS 
Section 7 of the Payment of Wages Act, 1936 provides tiiat 
•the wssjfes of an employed person shall be paid to him without 
deductions of any kind except those which are authorised by or 
under the provisions of the Act. ?he object of Section 7 is to 
make every en?)loye:» liable to pay the wages of an employee 
without deductions of any kind. All deductions which are:^  not 
authorised under the provisionsof the act^ would be illegal 
whatever be their nature. 
In Govind Ram*s case- while defining the scope and 
ambit of Section 7 the^  Court observed, 
" The Payment of Wages Act does not prohibit 
any dealings between the employer and eniployee 
outside that relationship but it does 
prohibit the employer from niaking use of the wages 
payable on account of ghw employment for the 
satisfaction of the claims that he might 
have against employee on account of other trans-
actions, '-i^ herefore^  as for as wages are concerned, 
only certain deductions expressely mentioned in 
Section 7 can be made, if the employer is 
entitled to anything outsider this list of legal 
deductions,he cannot touch the wages but may 
1. Hindustan Journals (Pvt.) Ltd. V. Govind Ram,(l962)-L|L. J. 
242 (M.P.) 
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please himself by bringing suits l i ^ any-
other claimant. This is a restriction of the 
genreral law for the benefit of the employee 
who is presumed to be less advantageously 
placed"• 
The prohibition imposed by Section 7 cannot be 
vitiated by an agre^ Desnt betweenn the en5>loyer' and employ-
ee which disentitles them from theirr legitimate claims 
and rights. 
But a valid s*ttlement between the employer and 
employee which curtiails "ttieir wages not prohibited 
at all. The same view taken in Mysore Sugar Co. Employ-
ees Union's case in *rtiich Mysore High Court held,Swhat 
is prohibited by ^ ection 7 of the Payment of Wages Act 
is a deduction from the wage which is payiable. But if by 
a contract or agreement the wage which is so payable 
becomes smaller and so the smaller sum of money is the 
wage payable,it would not be right to say that the 
substitution of a smaller wage for the higher-wage is a 
deduction within the meaning of ^ection 7. However,that 
may be, we lean to the view that the^  irapxigned settlement 
is not within the prohibijrion of Section 23 of the Payment 
of Wages Act. We take the view that settlement makes no 
deduction from thd wages claimable from the employed person. 
The consent xinder the icopugned settlement by the association 
2. Mysore Sogar Co. Employees ^ nion V^ Commissioner of 
Labour , (l968)-I L.L.J. 491 (Mys). 
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vrais to ftibtain from recieving from the Company 15 per 
cent of the totalemoluments during a period of one 
y e ^ subject to^liaTsuS'of money on a/eonsideration 
of the matter by the conipany at the appropriate stage. 
¥e are also of the? opinion that section 23 of the 
Payment of Wages Act does not govern s*ttlement to which 
Section 18(3) of the Industrial Disputes Act, 19^7,refers. 
That Sub-Section makes a settlement arrived at in the 
course of a conciliation proceedings binding not only 
upon those who are parties to it but also on the others". 
The need to prohibit- unathorised deductions is 
on account of the consdEration that if arbitrary deductioiis 
were to be permitted ,employers might leave their employees 
nothing in hand ,as wages . In cases ^ ere workers' 
wages are sufficient to purchase the bare necessities 
of their life,a small deduction may cause them a 
definite hardship,while heavy deduction may increase 
their indebtedness and even paralyse thier life for 
quite a considerable duration. Fines imposed on the 
workers sow the sense of injustice in their mindsand 
irritation. 
Deductionsthat are permitted or authorised by or 
under the Act are covered by ^ectlon 7(2) and Sections 
8 . to 13. Section 7 is a substantive provision vrtiile 
the other Sections provide for^ an elaborate procedure 
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5 to be followed for makinqg deductions. The provisions ofg.7^2:)ar* 
applAcatte a^spibe what i s contained in Section 47 (2") of the IndianRailways 
Act,1890. 
Section 47(2) of Indian Railways -^ ct delineates; 
'•The rules may provide that any person committing a 
a breach of any of them shall be punished with fine which tnay 
extend to any sum not exceeding one hundred and fifty 
rupuees and that in the case of a rule made under ^lause 
(e) of Sub-Section (lj ,the railway servant shall forfiet 
a sum not exceeding onemonth*s pay,which sum may be deducted 
by the railway administration from the pay." 
Thus,notwithstanding,the provisions of Sub-Section 
(2) of Section ofArthelndian Railways Act, 1890, the wages 
of an employed person shall be paid to him without 
deductionsof any kind except these, authorided by or under^ 
5 
this Act. 
In Arumugham's case the same ^ tiWwfe was adopted by 
hV^e cowT"t in which Ramasawami J. held, "the list of 
deductions given in Section 7(2) is exhaustive. No other 
deductions from wages are legally permissible. Again ,even 
the deductions provided by the Section must be made in 
accordance with the provisions of Sections 8 to 13 of the 
3. Pandey,V,N. ,A Text Book of ^ aboijr And Industrial Lavr.p.225. 
4. Row,San;)iva:'^ he Indian Railways Act, 1936.p.297. 
5. Section 7(1) of Payment of ^ages Act,1936. 
6» Arumugham V. Jawahar Mills.A.I.R. 1956 Mad.83 
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Of the Act • Thus, It Is not open to an eiaployer In cases 
where an employed person leaves service without notice 
to forfeit wages in lieu of notice and deduct the amount 
of forfeit^ are from wages due,nor it woixLd be open to the 
employer to recover -_ the cost of^his negligence as was the 
practice before the Act came into force,for those deductions 
are not authorised by the ^ct *}tn accordance with the 
provisions of theis ^ ct". in Section 7(2? refeir to Ss.8 to 
13 of the; Act". 
fhe above decision was based on the case of 
Padmakant Motilal' in which it was observed that the list 
of deductions in Section 7(2)is exhaustive one. 
This list of deduction eniimerated in Section 7(2) 
is miscellaneous which deals with the deductions enacted 
in the interest of the employers ,while to the contrary 
other deductions postulates certain enjtitlementa on 
behalf of tte workers. Hence,thede deductions can be con-
veniently grouped into two broad heads which are being 
discussed h^etmder: 
(l).J^EDUCTIONS:DETRIMENTAL TO THE EMPLOYEE 
Under the umberalla of the aforesaid title those 
deductions have been working or categorised which are, 
are though neces«ry for-the proper working of the 
7. Padmakant ^ tilal V. Ahmgdabad,A.I.R.l943 Bom.9. 
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EStabilishment,are detrimental from the point of view 
of the individtoal worker's interest.These subtractions 
may be regarded detrimental because they donot pay anything 
concrete in return immediately to the employee concerned 
though they contribute a lot to augment the national 
economy in the long run. 
(a) DEDUCTIONS BY WAY OF FINES 
As we have already obsereved that before the ct 
came into existance it was the habit of most of the 
en^loyers to make unauthorised deductions. These illegal 
deductions were imposed by way of fines in majority of the 
cases arbitrary . But at present Section 7(2) (a) and 
Section 8 inrpose following limitations on the imposition 
of fines. 
Deductions by way of a fine from the wages of an 
employed person are authorised under Section? (2) (a^ 
while Section 8 enumerates the conditions when a fine 
may be in^ iosed which are as follows :-
(i). A fine can be imposed only for such acts 
or omissions as are specified by the employer 
and previously approved by the State Government. 
(ii),A notice specifying such acts or omissions 
must be exhibited on thepremises in which 
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employment is carried on. When the employment is 
Tjpon a raili*ay (not in a factory),at the prescibed 
place of places • 
(iii). A reasonable oppottunity of showing cause 
against the impositionof fine must be afforded 
to the employed person, 
(iv). No fine shall be imposed on an employed person 
who is under the age of 15 years, 
iv), Mo J51nS shall be recoverd from the employedTDCTSCBI 
by instalements after the expiry of 50 days 
on which it was imposed. 
(VI). The total amoimt of the fine in one wage period 
shall not exceed an amount equal to half an 
anna in the rupee of the wages for theat wage 
period.(Since 1982;*3%'instead"half an anna".) 
(vii). A fine shall be deemed to have been^bn ^ e 
day of the act or omission in respect of 
which it was imposed. 
Fines are usually imposed to enforce discipline. 
The employer must specify ^ he acts or omissionsfoir which 
the fines may be Imposed and the amount of the fine or 
the particulars from which the amount may be ascertained, 
he acts or omissionsmust be of such a nature that they 
cause or are likely to cause lossto the employer or 
interruption or hindrance to his business and the amount 
of fine must be fair and reasonable having regard to 
8. ^ oswami,V.G. ,^abour and -industrial Laws.p.98. 
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all the circumstances of the case • 
9 
In Squire's case while taking the aforesiad purpose 
in view the Court held,a notice which clearly stated that 
workmen were liable to a fine if they did not observe good 
order- and decorum,was to be suffeciently explicit and 
dancing in the workroom of a factory was to be a conduct 
likely to cause Injury to machinery and materials by reason 
of the dust below up by this sictivity. 
In Mir Mohammad fta.ii Umars case the question whet-
her reduction in wages amounts to fine was discussed. 
The facts of the action taken by the^  railway administration 
are that while up to December 1937 ^ ir Mohammad was drawing 
fis.68 as his monthly pay ,for the- three following months 
he was paid Rs,6l only, and this was done as a purely 
a penalty or punishment for delinquencies committed b$ him 
before- Dec. 1937. 
Weston,J, held, 
"•^ hat a reductionof a certain amount 
per month tfaom the futxare salary of 
an employees as a penalty for the 
acts committed by him in the absence^ of 
a fresh contract of service at a 
reduced rate of wages amoimts to 
deduction which is neither covered by 
_.^  ^^SSii2S-.2-.2£§-§SS-i^§-§SEl2Z§i-.i5 
9. Squire V. Baver & Co. ( l90 l ) 2 K.B. 299 
to . Mir tkihemmad Ha.li Umar V Divi Suvdt.N, Rly A.I.R.ig^l 
Sind.9l. 
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entitled to a refund of the deduction"• 
In K.P.Mushran's case^ ^  follo>dng th^ slmiiar view 
the Coxort held, that an employee under 
aui^ensation pen<£ing enquiry is enititled to full wages 
and if he is paid a reduced amoimt as subsistence allowance , 
the difference in effect and substance wotald amount to 
a fine even thoxigh the en?)loyer does not choose to call 
it so. 
Conveniently to say if an act or omission has not 
been ^ecif ied by notice to give rise^ to a liability to 
a fine , employer canot iinpose a fine an that conduct or 
activity. The notice under Section 8 skould obviously 
specify that: the employed' person would be liable to a fine 
if he commttes those particular acts or omissions. The 
Chief inspector of Factories has been recognised as the 
Authority to approve the list of acts or omissions for-
which l^e fines could be iinposed under Section 8 of the Act# 
All realisations by way of fines have to be recorded 
in a register to be main-teined by the person responsiable 
for the payment of wages under Section 3. All such realis-
ations must be applied only for such puporses as are 
beneficial to the persons employed in the factory or 
eatabilishment which are approved by the prescibed 
authority. In the case of a railway,factory or industrial 
11. K.P,Mushran V. B.C.Patil A.I.R.1952 Bom.235. 
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e;dta\>li^xfteji, xmdesr the same management the realisations from the fines 
may be credited to a commom fund' maintained for' the staff 
as a vrtiole. But the fund must only be applied for- the 
purposes approved by the prescribed authority.^ 
In Maharashtra and Gujrat the Bombay Labour Welf^e 
Fund Act,1953 is appliable. Under this Act a Labour Wiifare 
Fund is constituted,and the AP* casts au obligations on 
notified industries to pay fines to the fund. U.P.State 
has amended Section 8 and it has added a provis-o that in 
case of any factory or estabilishment to which the U.P. 
Labour Welfare Fund Act,1965 applies,all such realisations 
shall be paid into the Fund estabilished under the said 
ActJ^ 
A fine is deemed to be imposed on the day of the? act 
or omission in respect of which it was imposed,IbJ- i»e*fti§iite%-
No fine shallbe recoverable from the employed person by 
insta lements after the expiry of sixty days from the day 
on which it was^ in5>osed. 
In Mir Mohammad Ha.ii Umar^^the Supreme Court held, 
that Section 8 of the Act deals with the question of fines 
which could be imposed by the employer-,and it provides that 
they shall be entfiPlTed in a separate register and applied 
for- the' benefit: of his enqployees, ^ t^ is not denied by thee 
12. CHopra,D.S,The Payment of W^es Act ,1936. 
13. U.O.Labour Welfare?Fund Act,1965 S.23. 
14. Mir Mohammad Ha.ii Umar V. Div. Supdt. N. Railway. 
AI.R.1958 S.C. 328. 
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appellant that utiader this provisions the fines constitute 
a trust fund ,and that the employees are bare trtastees 
in reapect of such fund. Now the grievance of the appellant 
A its 
is that the ^ct: deprives it of^rights as trustees,and 
vests them in the: Board ,and that tBurther,while the 
beneficifaries under Section 8 of the Wages Act are its own 
employees ,under Section 5(2) of the Bomabay Welfare Act , 
they include otheir persons as well. There might have been 
substance in the complain-t that the appJllant had been 
deprived of its rights as trustees if it had deprived any 
beneficial interests in the ftmd ,. But adimittedly,it had 
none,and it is therefore difficult to hold that there has 
been such substantial deprivation of property,as will offend 
Article 31(2). 
According to the decision in Supodh Gopal's ^ 
or such unreasonable interference with rights to property, 
as will infringe Article I9(l) (f). it is a-i^ad 
with the same en5)hasis that in enlarging the circle of 
beneficiearies,the Act has encroached on the rights of the 
the employees of the appellant • But then, the trust 
is the creation not of the^  appellant but of the leg^islatiln, 
which gave the employees certain rights which thejr did not 
have before, and ^ at it can give ,it can also take 
away or modify ,and we dilt>^  not see how the employees are 
aggriev-ed by it • We are* of opinion tha* no valid grounds 
15. State of W.B. V. Subodh Gopal (1954'' S.C.R. 587. 
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e^tton which Seotlto 5(1) anffl ^ ection 3(2) (a) of the 
"be iiSigned Act (ppuld ^attacked as unconstitutional ,and they 
must aceordingly be held to be valid, 
(b). DEDUCTIONS FOR ABSENCE FROM DUTY. 
Section 7(2) (b) enlists absence as mi item for dedu-
ctions is to be read along with section 9, which authorises 
the ettent and magnitude of deductions may be made because 
og the*absence from duty* of an employed from theplace or 
places v^ere bv the terms of the- employment: he is required 
to work« Such absence may be for the whole or any part of 
the period - during which the employed person is required 
60 work. Whether^a person is absen t from the place of 
work is a question of fact which has to be determined 
according to the evidence . The eiR)lanation to I^ ec-tion 
9 further provides that an employed person shall be deemed 
to be absatt from the place where he is required to work, 
if although present in such place ,he refuses in pursuance 
cause 
of a stayyin-strike or for any other^wnich is not reasonable 
in the circumstaaaces, to carry out his work, 
16 
In Buxton Lime Firm Co, c^se wherein a workman 
applied for leave for three days but was refused leave for -
two days whereupon he replied that"I shall then take 
French leave" and infact remained absent for all the three 
days. 
Darling J . h e l d , 
" that the workmen did something 
which would have e n t i t l e d the employer to a f ine err 
, p^n^lty whiyh he coi;tld have? dfedu<;rted ft>oa the 
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the wages because the contraefr provides sush a 
deduction in the event of the workmen absolutely absen-
ting himself'work without leavet. 
Again in R.K.Iftiattcharya and Othesrscase ^ ^ 
Calcutta High Court: adopted similar view and held that 
it; was a tool-d^wn stiHe without any just cause and 
thereforetin view of the Section 9 it was within the 
meaning and the competency of the? employer to deduct a 
poirtion of their wages treating^ such strike as absence 
from fiutyl' 
Sub- Section (10) of' sedtion 9 deals only with individual 
cases and the? provis-o to Section 9 deals with concerted 
action in the latter case a further deduction is 
permitted. Such deduction may include an amount not 
c 
exeeding the wages of an employed person for eight days 
as may by the terms of the employment be due to the 
en5>loyer "in lieu of due notice". 
In MangemenU of Jawaher Mills Ltd. case the 
Court laid down the principle that,it is not required 
that both Sub-Section (l) of Section 9 and the provis-o 
to that Section sho\ild br applied. sl"TwuUatAeo\ji5ily . 
lb.Buxton Lime Firm Co.V. Howe. (l900) 2.Q.B.232. 
17. M.D.Minning & Allied Machinery Corp.Ltd. V. 
R.K.Bhattacharva & fe'thers .(l97l)-II.L.I.C.l339(Cali. 
IS.Mangement of Jawafaar ^ Ulls ^td.V. Industrial Tribunal. 
A.I.R. 1969.A.P.195. 
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Again in Visakapatnaii Port Trust's cage° following 
the above decision the Court held that , where the workers Kai 
absented themselves from duty in pursuance of a notice 
of strike issued by them,however, unreasonable the attitu-
de of the management may have been,the workersshould not 
contenSi' -tiiat they did not absent themselves from 
duty . If they absented themselves from duty ,the manage-
ment was in tefms of Section 9(2) dearly entitled to 
make the normal or^  ordinary deduction from wages for 
the period of their^ absence from Auty. Such deduction 
was not contrary to the provisions of the Act: even if such 
deduction was unjustified by reason of some principle of 
Industrial Law. 
The words 'reasobable cause * would not cover 
something which the law considers as an illegality • 
Thus,absence iiue to an illegal strike in a public utility 
service could not be for reasonable cause for the purpose 
of the provis-o to section 9 on the ground that: the strike 
though illegal was justified on merits. There cannot be 
a reasonable cause for committingan illgality . 
20 
In National Textile Workees UnionSs case -j^  
it was held that where the workers in,body stayed away 
?E2S-ife§.l!J2£lS-.t^SY-5?iJSi_^§.^§§S§^«i2-^§Y§-§£iSd!s. — . 
l9.Viskfaapatnam Por t Trust V, Authori ty. Ajtfet A.I.IR.1969» 
A.P.195 ' 
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in concert,that they acted in panic was held not to be 
a reasonable cause. 
A^ain in Electro Mechanical Indlugtries case 
considering the ;3xarisdiction of the? Tribunal ,the Court 
it was observed ,where the worlcers demand the return of 
wages for the entire period of 8 days ded^uted under pri-
vis-o to Section 9 by the management ,but the management 
claimed that the workers are not entitled to any refund 
and the dispute regi^ing the deduction is refilled to Hie 
Industrial Tribunal for decision,it is open to the Tribunal 
even having held that the striking by the workers was not 
judtified to direct the the deduction for full 8 days , 
is not justified and direct refund to workeres. ¥he 
jurisdiction of the Tribunal in this regard is not excluded 
by the provisions of the Pajnnent of Wages Act, 
22 In Engineering Maxdoor Sabha case in which also 
the jurisdiction of the Tribunal in this regard came to 
light in which Court said ,that there is nothitig in law 
which compels an Industrial Tribunal to grant claim of waged 
for the period of an illegal lock-out and on the fact,and 
circumstances of case the Tribianal may accept: an en^Jloyer's 
defence that his employees were guilty of such misconduct 
that the claim for- wages must be dismissed, A workmen 
Iff 
21.Electro Mechanical Industries V. Industrial Tribunal 
A,I.E. 1950 Mad. 839. 
22.Engineering Mazdoor Sabha V. S.T.Bilgarami 72 Bom.L.R477. 
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t»*»<^»»ss».si-
may make a ciaim foir illegal deduction of wages based on 
the alleged IcDCk-out declared by the employer . 
in Kalsashi Banarjee*s case ^  where the workers 
absented for one day due to Dabhera celebtatlon. They had 
informed the manager of the same though orally • ^ t was 
held that the absence was not concerted and the management 
could deduct one days wages alone. 
As discussed above that under Section 7(2) (b).and 
9 deduction ,can be made for absence from duty but this 
absnce should not be the consquences of the circumstances 
cneator by his employer Iciimself with ihe same intention 
which compels the worker to refrain from attending the 
regular services for which he has appointed. 
As in Anant Ram's case^ Rajasthan High Court held 
"Ho deduction from the wages ofan employee ean be made 
when the absence from duty is for- the period between his dis-
missal and reinstatement as the absence from duty cannit 
be said to be voluntary? 
In Viswanath Tukaram's case the problem of deduction 
for absence from duty arose in a dispute whether the employee 
is reinstated or re-empioyeed.Whether the employee is re-
instate or re-employed depends upon the fact as to 
whether the eraplojiee is continued to be employed during 
the relevant period • If he is so continued then he is 
23. Kalasashi Baner.iee V* Haifailton & Co. i<td. (1955) II.U^. J 
24. Anant Ram V. District: ^ gistrate.A.I.R, l956Ra.1.1^3. 
25» fisawanath Tuka||affl V. General ManageriC. Rly. (1957) 
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said to have reinstated • If on the other hand he did not 
continue to he employed then the employment: having come 
to an end thereis a case of re-employment , If the en5)loyee 
is in the employment during the- relevant period then the 
only contrct is the original eintract the terms of which 
have to be construed to determine the wages. 
In a very eecent casetPatna High Court has awarded 
the claims made by fthe- petitioner for the duration he 
was suspended till his reinstatement •ie«Shatruilia.1ee 
' 26 Sahay s case. 
In instanced case an employee was ordered 
to be reinstated by Labour Cotirt with all his dues . % e 
writ petition filed against the order was dismissed . The-
employee having not recMved the back wages for quite 
some time filed a claim petition claiming certain sum on 
account of compensation and other claims comprising nine 
items :Uaat he would have entitled to had he been continued 
in service • Finally,the Court held ,*I therefore ,sefi-
aside the judgements of the coxarts below and quash 
Annexures 2,3,and direct payment of a sum of Rs.3,000/-
by way of compensation to the petitioner. As for as back 
wages as other claimes are concerened ,the matter is 
remitted to back to the Labour Court ,who should reconsider 
the other claims in accordance with law To my 
mind a denial of this opportunity would defeat the very 
purpose of the Act ,which lays down a special remedy to an 
employee for recovery of illegal deduction of wages, non-
26.Shatrughan Sahav V.Industrial Tribunal 0984)-i7 L.I.C647. 
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payment of wages and delayed payment of wages etc? 
Section 9(l) allows deduction from the wages, of 
an employee for his absence frnm the duty while Sub-Section 
(2) of Section 9 places a limitation on the amount of 
subtraction*It says that the proportionate amount value of 
the deductions taken during a particular period of time 
of absence should be 'l*>ower than the wages or mcney that 
would have been indeed .earned by theemployee if he had 
not absented himself from that stipulated time orduration. 
(c). DEDUCTIONS FOR DAMAGE OR LOSS:-
Section 7(2) (c) allowathe deductions from the 
wages of an employed person for damage to or loss of goods 
expressely entrusted to him for custody or for Qsss of money 
for which he is required to ac*bunt . But this damage or loss 
should be directly attributable to the neglect or default 
of the employed person while ^ection 7(2) (o) authorises 
the deduction from the wages of an employed person for 
recDOvering or losses sustained by a railway adiinistration 
on account of any rebates or refunds incorrectly granted 
by the employed person and whose such loss is directly 
attributable^neglect or default . 
While following the §ection 7,Section 10(l) imposes 
two limitations on the employe*rs right of deduction from 
the wages of his employee in the aforesaido^ stt.e. t 
(i)» The proposed amount to be deducted by the employ-
er under Section 7(2) (c) or (0) must not 
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exceed the amount of damage or loss to the property 
actually suffered by the employer, 
(ii). Secondly,this loss should have been caused 
by the: employer due to the neglect or default of 
of the employee. 
"The neglect or default of the employee Is to be 
proved to the satisfaction of the enaployee. In case of 
damage to property ,the deduction or payment must not be 
exceeded the actual or estimated damage of cost to the 
27 
employer',' 
While clarifying the terms used in this provision, 
28 in K.Ramaswami case it has been observed by Madras High 
Coxart ,that the word 'expressely'in Section 7(2) (c) of the 
Pa3rment of V/ages Act is not used in any technical sense 
but is used anti^thesis of the word ' impliedly ' , 
and only means 'clearly', ihe word 'custody' in 
the section is not in the sense of safe custody, Where 
the driver of a motor vehicle isput in charge of the vehicle 
by the employer th-ough for use on road it is a case falling 
within the words 'eacpressely' entrusted to the employee for 
custody in Section 7 (2) (c) of the Payment of Wages Act 
and the employer is empowered to deduct thewages for any 
loss or damagws to the vehicle due to the neglect or default 
of the employee . 
27.Halsbury's ,Laws of England,p,147, 
28. State of Madras V. K.Ramaswami.A,I,R.l958Mad.585. 
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glmllarly in M/s Rampur Engineering Co» Ltd cas%^ 
The Allahbad %gh Court has gone a little a head while 
scrutinizing the scope of the Section and held "dedtjotion 
for loss of electric bulbs and tools entrusted to the 
employees eveen if for their use are Justified under Section 
7(2) (c) of the Payment of Wages Act. In the absnce of any 
definition of 'goods' in the Act ,the word must be deemed 
to have been used Mth the meaning given to it in the 
Sale of Goods Act, Thus ,the word good cannot be confined to 
what the con^ Jany manufactures but must mean every kind of 
moveable property. The fact that goods have given to the 
employees for their use would still be 'entrusted' to them 
for the term 'expressely* in eapression expressely 
entrusted to the employed persons for 'custody' means 
clearly and the term 'custody' merely denoted custody, 
^ence the goods donnot cease to be entrusted merely 
because they are given to them for their use'.' 
Recently similar views wase expressed by the Calcutta 
High Cotirt in Sulekha Works Ltd. case . In this case the 
plantiff has been anesiployee of the defendant's company 
and apart from his duty as a driver he was entrusted with 
the work of purchasing urgently needed materials for the 
defedant's conipany within a limit of Rs, 500/-under restriction 
from the purchase department. For purchases theplantiff 
used to recleve maney ,singnlng v^hers or slips and 
submit accounts and cash memos etc.to the purchase 
29. W/s %mpar Engineering Co.Ltd. V. City Magistrate 
A.I.R.19^6 All.5^4, 
30. Sglekha Works Ltd. V. BarenSas (i983)-II,L.L.J.50l(CalK 
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d.epsT'tTaeTi't • The einployee was fof not render-
ing the dally accounts of purchase property 
and that a sum of fis. l6,000/-reniained to be accounted 
for ht^ him . The employer deducted certain 
amount from the wages of the employee on the ground 
that he had not acco\intSd for sum of moijey. 
Section 7(2^ (m),(n) and (oj permit the deductions 
from the wa^es of an employee for Iodises caused to Railway 
administration by the employees in thedjfecharge of their-
duties. Under Clause (m) the loss may arise out of the 
acceptance of counterrfeit or base ot^ mutilated or gorged 
currency by the employee ,while under clause (n) the loss 
may be due to the failure- to invoice or bill or collect 
or account for the appropriate charges for fares or friiight 
or demurrage or wharfage etc. The=loss under Clauses (m) 
and (n) need not be as result of negledt or default of the 
en^loyed person • But under Clause (o) the loss suffered 
by the Railway administration due to the grant of 
incorrect rebate or refund by the employed person may be 
recouped by deduction from his wageff- only if such loss 
is directly attributable to his negligence or default. 
Section 10(1-A$' provides for the observance of the rule 
of natural (justice that no deduction shall be made in the 
aforesaid cases until reasoableo opportunity 
of showing cause against the ded«Ba*iaii lias been given 
to the employee or the procedure prescribed has beenfollo^d. 
55 
•Z'l 
As we see in Binapanl's case in which Supreme 
Court held, that even an administrative order which involves 
civil consequences must be made consistently with the rules 
of natural justice, ihe person concerned mut be informed 
of the case against him and a fair opportunity to meet 
the case before an adverse decision is taken. 
Section 10(2) makes it necessary that all these ded-
uctions and realizations made from the worker's wages shall 
be recorded in register vrtiich is kept by the person whd 
is responsible for paying the wages to the employed persons 
under Section 3 in the prescribed form. 
(2). DEDUCTIONS BENEFICIAL TO THE EMPLOYEES; 
(a). DEDUCTIONS FOR SERVICE RENDERED;-
Section 11 amplifies the folbwing provisions relating 
to the deductions mentioned in 
(i). Section 7(2^)(d) : Deducifeions for House 
Accom|idation and 
(ii). Section 7(2) (cO) : Deductions for Services 
rendered . 
Section 11 states-
(a). Such deductions should not be made unless the^ 
house accommodation,amenity or services has been accepted 
by the employed person as a term of his employment or 
otherwise , and 
i^h,§usU-§s^usti,gYi_sU9)il^^n9i-S£Si£s^^sa^a]^Qm^ 
3l«State_of^0rissa V. Bina^ani, A.I.R.1967.S.C.1269. 
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equivalent to the value of the house accommadation 
amenity or service supplied,and 
(c). In respect of a deduction for an amenity or 
service supplied by the employer as the State Government 
may athourise ,and covered by Section 7(2),(e), the 
deduction is subject tosuch conditions as -t^ e^  State 
32 Government may imposed 
Deductions permitted in Section 7 (2)(d) and (e) 
are being discussed in some detail hereunder: 
(i). DEDUCTIONS FOR HOUSE ACCOMMADATION: 
Section 7(2)(d) permits deductions for house 
accommadation supplied by the employer or bja Government 
or any Housing Board seit up under any law for the time 
beibg inforce(whether the Government or the Board is the^  
employer or not) or any other authority engaged in the 
business of subsiding house accommadation which may be 
specified in this behalf by the ^ tate Government by 
notification in theOfficial Gazette, it does not make 
any difference if the Goverament or the- Board is not 
employer of the employee. 
V/hat is required is that the house accommadation 
hasbeen supplied to him free of charge, ^ eduction can be 
allowed for free accommadation only when it is not the duty 
of the employer to provide the same ,thus if it is the 
32. Kautilya : Labour Laws,p.315. 
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duty of the employer to provide fre accommadation he cannot 
be allowed to deduct wages for providing free house 
33 ficcommadatioa* 
The proposition came into light in Dilbagh Spinning 
34 
' and Weaving Mills case in which Punjab High Sourt 
observed"where the employees weregiven free accommadation 
before their wages werefixed by the Tribunal the employer 
cannot after that position and turn the value of free 
accommadation into part of the wages of each of the employees'.' 
AgAin in Re Mysore Spun Silk Mills case^^the Court 
held that the employer is entitled to deduct from the 
tetrenchment compensation payable to the? retrenched employee 
the arrears of rent-fwater-tax for the house accommadation 
given to the employees by the coii5)any , Where the deduction 
is for house accommadation or supply of amenities or 
service by the employer ,it must be in pixrsuant to a 
contract and in every case there must be awritten 
ageement signedby the workmen evidencing his consent to 
the deduction. 
(±i), DEDUCTIONS FOR AMENITIES AND SERVICES: 
Section 7(2)(c) permits deductions for such 
amenities and services supplied by the employer or the 
iState Government,or any officer specified by it in this 
behalf may,by general or special order authorise. 
34. Dilbagh Spinning & Weaving Mills V. Sher Singh.23-F.J.R. 
606.PunG. 
35. Re Mysore Spxm Silk Mills case.(1965^ -.I.L.L.J.662.Mys 
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Section 2(vl)(2) obviously has excluded the value 
of any house accommadaticai,the supply of light,water,medical, 
attendance or other amenity or ofany service excluded 
from the computation of wages by a general of a special 
order of the State Government from the definition of the 
term wages. But in Mahadeo Raghoo's case^ it was held 
that the house rent allowance would amount to wages if under 
the rules governing the employment ,it is compulsory to 
grant the house rent allowance by the enployer without 
any conditions attached to it. But if the ir6l6s donot 
constitute any absolute right in the einployee for the 
grant of house rent allowance,there is no question 
of house rent allowance forming part of the wages. 
Again in Dhari.ia Ram's case, ^he petitioner fvA-
filled the conditions i5)ecified in the rules that the 
house rent allowance was adi1?fcisil)ie to such railaway 
employees as were posted at specified places in order 
to compensatethem in certain cost-lier for excessive 
rent paid by them over and aboye what theyT;might:-n©rm -
ally be expected to pay.-'^ t was held,the petitioner who 
fttliilled all the conditions under the rules was entitled 
to such house rent allowances which formed part of his 
wages. 
37. Dhari.ia Ram V. Union of India A.I.R. 1961 Punj. 178. 
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(hU DEDUCTIONS FOR RECOVERY OF ADVANCES; 
Section 7 (2) (f) allows deductions foir-recovery 
of advances fo whatever naturer- , including advance for 
'travelling allowance' or conveyance allowance anl the 
interest due in respect thereof ,or forr adjustment 
or over-payments of wages. On the otl^ er hand Section 12 puts 
certain restrictions on the power of the employer in thfeS: 
regard. These limitations are undermentioned-
The advances contemplated by Section 12 are of three 
kinds,namely; 
(l). ADVANCES BEFORE EMPLOYMENT' 
Advances before employment can futher be of two 
kinds-
(a). towards travelling expenses;and 
(b), towards other expenses. 
Recovery in respect of such advances is from the 
first payment of wages in respect of a coinplete wage 
period. There is however, a restriction on such recovery 
in so far as there can beno recovery in respect of advances, 
which were given prior to tthe eniployment for the purpose 
Of the travelling expenses. 
(2). ADVANCES AFTER THE EOMMENCEHENT OF EMPLOYMENT; 
The second condition put by Section 12 refers to 
the advances given after the employment has begun. Regarding 
38. S\jpT& Note 33. P.316 
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this advance which is given after emplosrment has begvm , 
the recovery has been made subject to such conditions as 
the State Government may inipose. The employer is under 
duty to follow the conditions in5)osed by the State 
Government in this regard. 
(3). ADVANCES AGAINST FUTURE V/AGES; 
The recovery of advances of wages not already earned 
(future wages) is also sub;)ect to any rules framed by the 
State Government regulating the extent to which such advances 
may be given and the instalements by which they may be 
39 
recovered • 
The rules made by the Railways and the 
State Government in this respect usuallt specify that the 
recovery of advances of unearned wages can be made at the 
payer's discretion during employment. An advance of wages 
not already earned shall not ordinarily exceed the amount equ-
al to two calender^ month's wages of an erapl03aed person. 
In exceptional case the amount of such advances may,with 
the previous sanction of the Inspector or Supervisor, be 
made to the extent- of four calender month's wages. the 
amount of deduction that may be made for the= recovery 
of advances by instalments is also provided ito the rules. 
The ^ ^harashtra and Gujrat rulse also specify that the 
interest charged for advances shall not exceed 6r ngp-ej,* 
40 
annum; 
39. Section 12 (b). 
40. CHopra,D.S, The Payment of Wages Act,1936.p.97. 
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The amount of advances can also be sfet-off 
against the liability of bonus fOr^ the year- previous 
to the^  one in which the advance was made. 
But. the unemployment compensation cannot be 
regarded as wages under '^ ection 2(vi) of the Act and the 
over^payment' on that account cannot be ad;3usted from the 
wages- under ^ection 7(2) (fO. Further,there^no provision in 
the Act: providing the limitations within which the deduction 
for adjustment of over-payment of wages can be made. But 
inspite of that all the considerations should be taken 
to avoid the difficulties faced by the workers in this 
regard • That is why the economic condition of the employed 
person and the amount advanced is often kept in mind while 
fixing the instelements for deductions. 
(c). DEDUCTIONS FOR RECOVERY OF LOANS MADE FOR HOUSE 
BUILDING; 
Section 7(2)(fff) of the Act permits 
deductions for recovery of loans granted for house building 
or other^ purposes approved by the state govffl:Timent and 
interest due in respect therof, On the other hand Section 
12-A imposese certain restrictions on the same that 
deductions for 1-oans granted vmder this ^ ection shall be 
subiject to any rxales made by the state government regulating 
the extent to which such loans may be granted and the> rate 
of intsrest pajaable for that amoxant. 
41, Grahams Trading Co. Ltd. V,. Second Industriail Tribunal 
(19S3)-II. L.L.J.153 (eal). 
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(d). MM^THOHS FOR PAYMENTS TO COt-QPERATIVE SOCiyiES: 
Section 7(2)(j) authorises the deuctions for-
payments to co-operative societies approved by the state 
government or any officer specified by it in this behalf 
or to a scheme of insurance maintained by the Indian Post 
Office, These deductions shall be subject to such conditions 
42 
as the states government nay inrpose; 
It may be father pointed out that the deductions 
for payment to eo-operative socities as conteanplated by 
Clause(j) of Section 7(2) of the Payment of Wages Act 
must be meant deductions for payment to a co-operative 
sociiies in satisfaction of an outstanding debt or demand 
and not otherwise. As it was observed in the Ma.1door 
Sahakafi Bank Ltd« case -^ the requirement is that such 
deduction for payment must be made fot satisfaction of 
debt due to the socfety and not merely a claim or allegation 
by a socity that a member owes an amount to it. The requis-
ition for payment by a co-operative socfet^ ,therefore, 
can be for a debt which is ad;)udged as such and which 
id still outstanding and not merely a mere allegation 
or a claim for- a debt made by a co-operative socity. 
(e). DEDUCTIONS FOR PAYMENT OF ANY PRE^ g:-'UM; 
Such deductions may be made wftth the written 
authorisation of the person employed ,cai any pre»i-um on 
his life Insurance policy to the Life Insurance Coporation 
42. S.13 of the Payment of Wages Act,1936. 
43.Ma.idoor Sahakari ^ank Ltd. V. Jasmat Gopal& Others(1965) 
il.£.L.J.245. 
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Of India ,estabilished xmder the Act,1956, or for the 
purposes of securities of the government OE for being 
deposited in any Post Office ^aving Bank in furfeherence 
of service sbheme of any such government , These deductions 
are also sub;ject to sucfa conditions as the State Government 
or any officer specified by it in this behalf may impose . 
(f). DEDUCTIONS FOR FIDELITY GUARANTEE BONDS: 
Section 7(2)(1) authorises the employer to make 
deductions from the wages of an employed person for 
payment of insurance premia an a 'fidelity guarantee bond*. 
A fidelity gurantee insurance is an insurance 
taken out by an employer to imdenify himself agAinst 
embezzlement or fraudulent misappropiration of the employer's 
45 
money by an employee. 
(g). DEDUCTIONS FOR RECOVERY OF LOANS MADE FROM WELFARE 
FUND; 
Section 7(2)(ff) authorises deductions for 
recovery of loans made from any fund sonstituted for 
the welfare of labour in accordance with the rules approved 
by the state government ,and ineterst due in respect Wfiereof, 
Some time the employee take loan from th Welfare fund 
constituted for the welfare of the labour community,in 
such a case deduction for recovery of such loan is permitted 
along with the interest if any, 
44.Sections 7(2)(k) andl3 
45. Jowitt's-The Dictionary of English Law.p799. 
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(h) DEDUCTIONS FOR PROVIDENTFUND; 
Sections 7(2)(i) permits deductions for subscri|>tlon 
to any provident fund' or for the repayment Q£ advances 
taken from any provident fund to vrtiich the= Provident Fund 
'^ ct,1952 applies or any recognised provident fund as defined 
in Section 58-A of the Income Tax Act,1922 ,or any provident 
fund approved in this befialf by the? state government ,during 
contiAuance of such approval. 
In view of this provision the eniployer can make 
deduction for subscription to auch provident fund or 
for reppipyment of advances from such provident find • "^he 
OP 
provident fund may be specified nature. It may be tfs&d to 
\irtiich the Provident Ehmd Act, 1952 applies or it may be 
provident fund within the meaning of S,58-A of the Indian 
Income Tgjj^  Act,l922,or it may be provident fuad which 
has been approved by the- tate Government in this behalf. 
The main thing to be followed in theis regard is that 
deduction can be made during the? period? in which such 
approval of the State Government continues. 
The provident.fund constituted under the Employees' 
Provident Fund Act,1952,shall bedeemed to be a recognised 
provident fund within the meaning of Chapter IX-A of the 
Income Tax Act,1922,and deductions towards subsctiption 
to or towards repayment of advances taken from the said 
provident fund willbe covered by this clause. 
46. Kothari,G.M,: A Study of Industrial Law. p.356. 
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As in S.K.Mazumdar's case wherin an employee 
who >ias removed from service in 1957 was reinstated in 1966 . 
At the time of termination of his service he entitled and 
he withdrawn his special contibution and Provident ^ind 
money. At the time of rei^atWnt he refunded Rs-1000/-
and gave in wiritting that balance would be refvmddd in 
six months.However as the employers salary was fixed 
after reinstatement and his arrea salary was not paid ,he 
was unable to pay instalements agreed by him in writing, 
keeping in view the economic condtions of the employee, 
Pathak,C.J. very generpusly opined, 
" We are of the firm opinion that in a case 
of this nature when the petitioner requested 
for deduction of the balance dues of 
Special fund and Provident Fxmd mansryy 
from the^  arrears due to him the authority 
should have sonsidered it favourably. 
The entire difficulty,in the failure of 
thepetetioner to refund the balance by 
instalements was due to the fact that of 
non-fixation of salary and non-payment 
of arrears dues? 
47. S.K.MazoomdarV. Union of India.(1983) 16-L.I.C.1185(H/c). 
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(i). DEDUCTIONS FOR PAYMENT OF FUND CONSTITUTED BY 
EMPLOYER OR BY TRADE UNION; 
Since the * hire and fire^ ' pftajicy has been 
discarded by the modem concept of 'Welfare State',the 
employers are no more looHed upon as the exploiters of the 
employees. Employees have understood the fact that if 
the workers are contended theii^ eff-iciency will automat^ 
calfer increase? resulting in the boosting up of the producti-
vity at large. The so called'exploiteaPs' of yesterday 
are taking the place of guadians of the down-trodden class, 
today. The employers in factories atnd. differCTit estab-lish-
ments are forming the funds for- welfere of the employed 
persons. 
In ordeir to encourage the employers^ who think for 
the good of their employees ,a new provision has been 
recently added to help the employers and trade unions 
for the furtherenc of the saane objectives. 
Hence,Clause(kk) has been added in ^ ection 7 
he 
(2) of the Act which postulate that, deductions may/^ made 
with the writteaa authorlsatjcS? the employed person 
for the paymoit of his contribution to any fund which is 
constituted either^ by the employer or trade union registered 
under the Trade Unions Act, 1926 for the welfare of the 
employed person or the members of their families,or both 
and approved by the fetate Government of any officer 
specified by it ib this behalf,during the continuance of 
such approval.^® 
48, Cl.(kk) insereted by Act NQ.38 of 1982. 
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(d). PSS0OTIONS FOR PAYMENT OF MEMBERSHIP-FEES; 
Cl.(kkk) has iaikeo been supplemented in 3.7(2) 
of the Payment of wages Act, 1936 by the Act of 1982, 
The^  provision is indtead dynamic step to ensure the Trade 
Unions for the realisation of the membership fees from 
the members • But the Unions .claiming for the fees 
payable by the enrployed persons f&r ihe membership should \»e 
the registered Trade Unions under theffrade Unions-Act- ,1926, 
TheClause (Kkk) of Section 7 (2) has proved to be boon for 
the- trade unionsinthe factories^railways- and other 
estabilishments. It has increased the financial capacity 
of the trade unions 
Without a sound financial position no trade union 
can realise its desired objectives. In the long run ,ClaEUse 
(kkk) ,will naturally strengthen the bargaining capacity 
of the trade unionsto counter^"the strongest persons " 
of thein^estabilishments.that is ,employers. 
(3) OTHEE DEDUCTIONS: 
(a), DEDUCTION BY THE ORDER OF THE COURT; 
S.7(2)(h!( authorises deuctions required to be made 
by the order of a court or ' other authority ' 
comepetent to make such Orders. 
The word'com-petent authority' has i>ot been 
clearly defined in the By-ment o£ Wages Act, while the 
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Act- says that Order should be passed through a com-petent 
authority. 
> 50 In Kundan Lala case- the Court held that, gvery 
einployer would not come within the meaning of the word 
* authority*. Even if an ordinary employer- has obtained 
an agreement from the employee,which makes legal for him 
to ihake deuctions,the employer-would not be an authority 
within the meaning of the word and would bot be ableljget 
the benefit of Cl(h) of |ub-Section(2) of S,7of the? Act. 
» * A^ 
In Gopichand Hhoobchaaias cas^ the Court 
has clearly examined the language of the provision and 
held ," it is clear on a plain grammetical construction 
of the words used in the provision that it refers to 
deductions required to be made by otder of the Court or 
Wee 
other auhtoirty competent to make such order. Where is an 
order of a court which reqaires adeduction to be made and 
the deduction is made by the employer pursuant to the 
order of the court ,the deduction would be a permissible 
deduction,equally where there is an order of some other 
authority comgaetent to naaake the order and the deduction 
rquired to be made by the order is mad2 by tfte employer in 
pursuance of fhe order,the'deduction would be justified. 
Of course,the authority refered to nere is an authority 
empowered by Stat\3teto make an order raiuiriTga deduction 
to be made and does not include an employer seeking to 
50. Kundan Lai V.Union Of India A.I.R1961. All.567. 
51. GoDi9hfflid KhoobchandSharma & Others V, Works Manager 
W.Rlv. (1965)-lI.623 (H.C.) 
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make deductior pursuant to an agreeement between him 
and the employed person.There must be some Statute conferring 
power on an authority,to make such order and when such 
order is made by the authority ,a deduction made by the 
employer pursuant to such order would be a permissiable 
deuction within the S.7(2)(h). The principle on which this 
provision is based is that an order made either by a court 
or by any other authority statutorily empowered to make 
such order must be obeyed and if in obedience to the order 
o r alleg,aL 
the employer must be protected;the order may be legal,it 
may be valid or null andvoldjbut so long as it stands 
and is either not s©t aside or declared null and void ,it 
must be carried out and it should not be left to the ©Ta|>\.qyer"\;o 
decidein the ex-erciseof his judgement vrtiether- the order is 
good order or a bad order ,for such a course would be 
subursive of the rule of law". 
Thus wider meaning had been impe^ rted to the 
words'competent authority' as finds support in Anderson's 
52 66ase also in which Lord Esher observed ,"nothing 
can be plainer than that to show that prima-facie general 
words afe to be taken in their larger sense unless you 
can find that in the particular case the true construction 
of the instrument requires you to conclude that they are 
intended to be used in sense limited to thing rjusdem -
generis with those which have been specially mentioned 
before." 
52iAndersonV. Anderson (l895) 1 Q.B.753. 
.»s«S5i3ii.jK™,„jj^ .,i«i..i«iaM*^a,«SBs«.ri»Mfefe,.i.t^*^ m ^ ^ i^^y^ 
^^•,m>.l^ .^ .JS^i^-h^ •^'^'i 
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"An order authorising the deduction from 
the wages of an employed person oay be made by a person 
competent to do so under the Standing ^ rderes'.'^ 
The authorities empowereitunder the Railv/ay establl-
ishment Code to deal with defaulting railway employees and 
to impose penalties on them for charges estabilished being 
qualified by those rules to enforce obedience to their^ 
orders are "authorities" compentent to order dieductions,as 
contemplated by CI. (h) of S.7(2) of the paymentof wages Act.54 
In this connection a very important decision was 
delivered in Ganeshi RamSs case^ wherein the Supreme Court 
held that deductions made under the provisions of Rule 2044 
of the Railways Estabilishment Code which is a statutorjrrule 
framed under the Government of India are valid under the 
Inidan Railways Servant Rules, Railway servants excercising 
power under the Indian Railway Estabilsihment Code ex-ereise 
such powers under the statutory rule and are competent 
authority . The analogy that they are servants of the employer 
does not apply in the case of the Statutory authorities 
passin|5 order under Statutory rules. Where on order is passed 
under Rule 2044 of the R.S.Code which directs either that 
the wages for a period would not be paid or that only a 
certain portion of the wages should be paid,it is an order 
of the competent authority directing dedujttions to be 
53.Ghosh V. Dhulia (1969)-I L.L.J.194 Raj. 
54. Kundan Lai V. Union of India A.I.R.1961 All 567 
55. Ganeshi Ram v: District Magistrate A.I.R. 1969 S.C.356. 
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fronm thd wages and is in accordance with the S, 7(2)(h). 
Hence,Assistant Personal Officer or Divisional PeBSonnel 
Officer who ordered deduction ,fell wihtin the descirption 
of com-petegfit aufclioritySf 
The foiregonig discussion we can say that this S.7(2) 
provides protection to the employer who in obedience 
of an order makesdeduction from the wages of his employees. 
"before 
But ^ deducting any sum from the paltry salary of the workere 
under Section 7(2)(h) the following cordinal points should 
not be undermined. 
(l). There must be an order of the court 
authorising deduction from the wages ;or 
(2), There must be an order of the authority 
competent to pass such an order,or 
(3). Authority should be statutory one duly 
empoweredto make such ab order by the 
provision of some statute. 
(4). The deduction mudt be made in pursuance 
of that order and theorder is legal or 
illegal,void or null and void does not 
make anu difference. So long as it stands 
the deduction in pursuance of that ordeE 
eg 
made by the employer is justified? 
(b). DEDUCTIONS FOR INCOME TAX; 
S.7(2)(h) deals with deductions for Income Tax 
payable by employed person . The amoiint of tax payable by 
a particular person is governed ^7 "t^ e provisions of the 
56. Supra Note 34. p.106. 
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Income Tax -^ ct and the^  deductions would be to the extent 
of the tax payable . As it would be a hardship for an 
employed person if the whole of the amount is recovered 
in one month, the amount can be recovered in twelve months. 
(c). DEDUCTIONS FOR PAYMENT TO PRIME MINISTER'S FUND; 
Under the Payment of Wages (Amendmend) Act,1976, 
deductions made with the written authorisation of the 
employed person,flor contribution to the Prime-Minister's 
Belief Fund or to such other funds as the" Central Government 
may by notificztion in the Official Gazette specify are also 
57 permiss-ib!ls. ' 
QUANTUM OF PERMISSIBLE TOTAL DEDUCTIONS; 
According to S.7(3) the total amount of deductions 
vrtiich can be made by the employer in respect of any wage per-
iod from the wages of any en^loyed peceon shall not exceed:-
(i).in cases where such deductions are wholly 
aor partly made for payments to cweratioe 
socities seventy five percent( 75 %) of such 
wages'and 
(ii). in any other case,fifty percent (50^) of such 
wages. If total deductions authorised by 
this Act: under various heads exceeded 
the limit of seventy five or fifty per cent 
of the wages,as the case may be , 
57. Sec.7C2)CP). 
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the excess of theamount nay be recovered in such manner 
as may be prescribed. 
^ It is further- laid down that an employer is not 
precluded from recovering from the wages of the emp^ -oyed 
person any amount which the en5)loyed person is 
liable to pay under any law for the time being inforce 
58 
other than the Indian Railways Act, 1880. 
MAINTENANCE OF REGISTERS AND RECORDS; 
According to S.13-A of the Act every ^ Biployer 
is bound to maintain registers and records gtsris^  the^  
following particulars in such form as may be prescibed, 
1. Persons employed by him ; 
2. Work performed by persons employed ; 
3. Wages paid to persons employed ; 
4. Reciepts given for wages paid ; 
5. Such other-paticulars as may be prescibed by Rules; 
The rules made for this purpose usually prescibe 
for the maintainance of register of fined ,register of 
deductions for damages or loss,deductions made under S,7 
indicating in each case the Clause of Sub-Section(2) of S.7 
5Q. Sec. 7C^) . 
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tinder which the deduction is made,the amount of advance 
made and recovery thereof. 
Every register and record ©quired to be maintained 
under the Act or the Rules framed therexinder shall be 
preserved by the employer- for a period of three years 
from the dafe of the last entry made in the register 
59 
or record* 
4^")t^t^')fr^f 
59. Chopra,D.S. The Payment of Wages Act,1935. p.98. 
C H A P T E R -III 
UNAUTHORISED DEDUCTIONS! 
Under-the Payment of ^ages Aci^tl936, an employed 
person has been given a right of receiving the regtalaor 
pajment" of his wages without abydeductionswhatsoever 
except those spesifiedlly authorised by S.7 even inspite 
of a contract to the contrary made between the employer 
and the employee whether b^forewafter the commencement 
of the present Act. 
The Act prohibits en5)loyer from making use of 
the wages payable on account of the claims which the 
employer might have against the employee on account of 
other transactions outside his eraplojrment. An employer 
cannot deduct from the wages the? amount equivalent to the 
value of any article supplied! to the employee. The remedy 
open to the employer in such a ca-se is by way of a suit. 
The corresponding English Law is contained in the 
Trucks ^ ct,lB31.^ is siimwavi-se in , 
Halsbury's: Laws of England.as 
"No emp-loyer^ of any workman is entitled 
to sue the workmen in respect of any goods, 
wares or- merchandise sold delivered or^  
supplied to the workman by his en5)loyer^  
whilst in his eraplo3nment on accoiint of 
his wages or a reward for- his labour,or 
I.Hindustan Journal ^ . Govindram (1962)-II.L.L.J.242 M.P. 
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SOLD,delivered,or supplied to him at any 
sk&Q ,or warehouse,or kept by or belong-
ing to the employer- or in the^  profits 
of which the employer has any share or 
interest,nor may the employer' or his agent 
or any person supplying goods to such a 
workman under any order or direction of 
the employer or agent ,sue the workmen 
in respect of any goods supplied by the 
employer or his agent or under his 
direction or order. None of these claims 
may be raised by way of set-off or 
counter claims in any proceedings brought 
by the workman against his employer for 
the recovery of gis wages". The occupier 
of a factory must not make any deduction 
in respect of anything to be done or 
provide* by him in pursuance of the 
Factories Act,1937 from the sum contracted 
to be paid by him to any person employed, 
and must hot rec^ve or allow any person 
in his enployment to receive any payment 
for such a purpose any person employed. 
Before the existance of the Act, 1936 there-was 
no specified law to regulate wages ,that is why most 
2. Halsbury's Law of England, Vol.17 p.142,138 
« 2 
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of the disputes in the industry were because of the employers 
habit to delay the wa ges and affect unauthorised deductions 
like fines or charities selected by the employer^ himself• 
In Mano.i Kanti*s case while elucid^ n^g the law 
of deduction,Calcutta High Court.held that-unless the employer 
is empowered or authorided by an Act under the terms and 
conditions of the emslo5nnent to deduct any part of the 
salary from the wages payable to the employers the deduction 
will be \»ikHufbhi?i:ised, and in excess of the power^ of the 
employer and will therefore be illegal. 
The Act not only gives the list of various deductions 
but also lays down the extent and manner of deductions 
for' which the employer has been expresseljs empowered. 
In other words,if the employer makes any deducirf-on in 
exjcess of what has been allowed ,ifi will be presumed tobe 
illegal decution. Hence,deduction becomes S the extent 
and procedure of deduction are Ti<^ ec"ted • 
Similarly in Kanhaiya Lai Gupta's case Mr. Justice 
Mathur obseredjin the absence of any term in the contractL 
of service or in the Statute or in the statutory rule or 
standing orders an employer has no right to lay-off a 
worker without payning him wages. Thus, in this_case the 
deduction of wages for the period of lay-off-wsEB-Tiot 3.^ * 
deduction permissible under S,7 of the Act anct ^ lithority 
L^JSL^J^.^^., . 
3. Mano,i Kantl Basu & Others V. Bankof Indi^^'a^jQJiH^-^^ 
5 1-FJJI^» 1977-419. 
4. KanhaiysiLal Gupta V. Ajeet Kumar & Others(l967)"II»LL.J,76l 
(All). 
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imder the ^ ct had jxirisdictiou to direct the employer 
to pay the wages illegally deducted by the employer. 
In Ramdas Motor transport Co.case Justice Sri 
Gopal Rao held that merely because the erapioyeE has the 
power to transfer the drivers ,he cannot reduce their 
emoluments by using that power to the detriment of the 
employee vfeose wages havep already been accepted" by the 
en5)loyer. Thus, deduction would amoiant to unlawful 
deduction under S,7 of the Payment of Wages Act. 
Anotheir instance: of imauthorided deduction came into 
light in Bi.iai Cotton MiUs case in this case the Court 
took the view that d^disMss allowance not paid would also 
amount to wages deducted contrary to the provisions 
of the Act and held illegal. 
7 
In English case«namely«Gould's case the Court 
observed t h ^ where a brick maker vrtio also owned a public 
house and allowed men credit foe the drink supplied and 
subsequently deducted the amount from the wages,such a 
deduction is illegal. 
In the same way,deduction of the cost: of the 
goods supplied by the master from his shop was held 
unauthorised one |n in other case^ by the English Court 
the case called Wilson's naap? 
5.Ramdas Motor 'f'ransport Co. V. Authority (1968)11.LL.J.500i^.^ 
6. Bi.iai Cotton Mills V.Sub.Div.Magistrate.(l964)lI.LL.J.6l8J^^ 
7. Gould V. Haynes (1889) 59 L.J.9. 
8» Jtfilson V.Cookapn (l863)-13CB. (N.S.)496. 
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Another peecedent on the same anology came to 
9 
lime light in Pratt's case , in this case the plaintiff 
was employed as a draper's packer at a wage of fifty 
three Shillings a week,The employer supplied dinner and 
tea which was worth a further' ten Shillings a week. 
The plaintiff claimed that the meals represented a deduct-
ion from his wages which defendant must pay. It was held 
by the House of Lords that the piaintiff was enitttled 
to recover the amount of dinner and tea ,as it constituted 
an illegal deduction under S.3 and 4 of the Truck Act,1831. 
(1). DEDUCTION DUE TO FRESH CONTRACT; 
If an employer:- terminates his existing contEact 
with a searvant and offers to re-employ him on a lower^ 
rate of pay,there; is nothing in this Act against it and 
no question of deduction saader the -^ ct would arise* 
S t * 11 _ „ a.ii Umar s case Weston J.observed 
•* Areduction of certain amount per month from future pay 
of an einployees as,a penalty or punishment for the 
deliquencies committed by him amoimts,''in the absebce 
of a fresh contract of service At a reduced of wages," 
to deduction within the meaning of section 15 of the 
Act and such deduction is not covered by S,7 and 8,the 
en^ lojaee is entitled to the refund of the deduction ." 
9»Pratt V. Cookson and Co. (l940) A.C.437. 
10. Srivastava,K.D.rCommentaries on the Payment of Wages 
Act,l936.p.l74. 
''''• Mohd.Ha.1i Umar V« Div.Supt.N.B.RlY.A.I.R.l94l Sind,l91 
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12 In Dinaram Chutitv's case it is true that the 
definition of the word 'wages' includes any allowance 
vrtiich is agreed to between the parties and is a part of the 
contract of employement • But there is no bar to the parties 
modifying the contract; of service,S,23 only prohibits an 
employee from entering into contract by which the* employed 
person relinquisheshis right under the Act. The inhibition 
is agiiknst a contract by which an employee relinquisheshis 
right under the Act, The amount of wages is f ixwd by a 
1,. 
contract and thus the elaim to get "tiie wages arises out of 
his contract and not under the Act. The only right 
under the Act is to get his wages under the contract , 
A contract validly entered into between the employer 
and the employee by which the contract of service has 
been modified as regard the amount of wages ,will not 
be hit by the provisions of S,23 orS,7 where the circular 
revising the Scale and pay was result of the negotiations 
betwen the employer and the employee and also the Government 
was a party to it.it cannot be said that the Giretalar .. >, 
cannot be taken into consideration in determining the 
terms of the contract which was subsiding on the application 
was made subsauently for payment of the wages. 
The disputable question is whether a settlement 
between the employer and union of the employees 
providing for einployer to deduct a certain amount from the 
wages of the employees and pay-ing it to the Union is legal. 
12. Pinram Chautiva & others V.Div.Manager.A.I.R.1958 Assam 77* 
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15 In M.P.Jadhav case the siipilar question was 
raised in which the Court held that reading of S.7 of the 
Payment of %ges Act makes it clear that an employer or 
his agent cannot deduct any part of the wages due to the 
employer but in certiin contingencies,such a deduction can 
be made with the consent of the employee.^n other words 
S.7 of the Act does not create a blaftket-ban for deduction , 
but provides for deduction in certain cases sub;3ect to 
the approval of thd employees. In the present case deductions, 
are approved by the employees because the representative 
union is entitled to represent the employees, 
(2), OTHER ILLEGAL DEDUCTIONS; 
A few more examplesof illegal deductions may be 
narrated here: 
(a). When an einployer deducts from the 
ws^es of an employed person any amount for damage to orloss 
of goods expressely entrusted to the employed person for 
custody or loses of money for which he is required to 
account ,where such damage or loss is not directly attrib-
utable to his neglect or default. Where it has not been 
proved doubt that the damage orloss w-as directly attribu-
able to neglect or default of an employed person,any 
deduction made wo\dtd constitute illegal deduction. 
« 
13. M.P.Jadhav V, W.M.Bapat & others (l982)-IL.L.J.144 Bom. 
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(b). %ere an employer makes any deductions 
from the wages of an employed person for tools or raw 
materials supplied to him required for the purpose 
of emoloymentfSUch deduction would constitute^illegal 
deduction, 
(c).Deduction made fromthe wages of an 
employed person for recovery of losses sustained by 
railway administration on account of any iSebates or refunds 
incorrec1:3.y granted by the employed person*where such 
loss is not directly attributable to the neglect or default 
of an employed person , 
(d)» Deduction made for the payment of 
any ppeml-\im to Lif e~ Insurance KLicy without the written 
authorisation of the employed person, 
(ej. ^ere deduction*wholly or partly 
made for payments to Co-operative Socities exceed 759^  of 
the wages and in any other case exceed 50% of the «[ages 
14 
such an excess deduction would constitute illegal deduction* 
The stun and substance of the thing is that any 
deductions or cuts from the wages of employed persons 
made contrary to or without being permitted under the 
provisions of S,7 ofthe Aot^ Would amount to illegal 
deductions and nothing more than that. 
14. Bulchandani,K,R.I Industrial Law,p,13-. 
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DEDUCTIONS: UNORGANISEDT-LABOUR. 
Though it is said that " predent centiary has become the 
tmique centixry of 'new cons^oxmess' and 'rising^ expectations' 
of hitherto inert,ignorant,weak,disferganised ,poor,helpless 
and hopeless masses'. We have passed laws intended to bring 
about socio-econopic reforms by giving security of tenure 
and regular wages'> to all the industrial as well as agricultu-
15 
ral workers". No doubt the Payment of Wages Act,1936, brought 
numerous benefits to the" wording community • The employees 
habit of unauthorised deductions from the wage^ of the 
employees- and non-payment: of wages to the employees is not 
at that level as it was before. But-paradoxically enough, 
its benefit could reach 'only the organided labour class' 
because they are concentrated in identifiable groups 
having a. strong bargaining capacity. 
But the Act has failed to provide the greatest 
happiness to the greatest number. The> teeming and tihiling 
laboureres are being exploited! hitherto and particularly 
in the unorganised sectors vhere the workeres are hard tb 
identify because they could not organise themselves in 
pursuit of their ct>mmon objectives, 'they have very poor 
bargaining capacity due to the lack of unity in them. 
They are suffering from maladies of unauthorised deductions 
and non-payment of their due ,keeping mwm. 
15.Karl Marx.-Vol.1.p. 
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"they 
Insplte of these Sufferings do not raise their heads against 
the selfish employers because they know it is difficult to 
live in Rome while fighting vith the^  Pope. 
Beside agriculture,unorganised labogir is the 
largest group of workers, Spreadover in co-untless occupations, 
^hey scar^ly manage their- hand to mou*h existence • Due 
to the arbitrary payment of their wages by the employers. 
Casual labour and labour in the small scale industries 
have been the worst victim-s of this malady of euts and 
delay in their payment of wages. 
Workers in metal industries ,and locks industries 
in Aligarh (U.P.)» %di and Cigar workers,employees in shops 
and Commercial estabilishments,workers in tmineries,Tribal 
labour ,enamellers,sculpturQrs engaged in handi-cragt 
industries,in AgrajRajasthan ,Mys^,etc. insugar industries, 
roads .canals,bridges,dams and even railways and million 
of other unprotected and unorganised labour have been subject 
of exploitations. However,paltry the amount may be,they 
do not object in receiving the same despite a-wareness of 
malpractices of the employer. 
*t 
Justice Bhagwati has very rightly said. Our 
Constitution proclaims equality before the law bFt to the 
large millions of our people ,eqaulity before the law has 
remained mere a myth or an illusion. There can be^Veal equality 
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before law unless it is based on social and economic equality 
but.unfortunitely ,in over rural areas ,pateErnalism and 
not equalitarianism is the dominent attitude and a poor 
man is either- yo\ir dependent or your enemy but never an 
independent ,consious and assertive individual and hence 
legal equality has remained mere a paper declaration, 
i'he rural labour is afflicted with stark poverty and one 
has not %& go very far from Delhi in order to see under 
what inhuman the rural labour lives and works. If only you 
go to the stone quarries in Faridabad near one of the most 
popular resort of the Government of "Haryana ,you will 
find stone quarry workers living in hovels hardly Eo-ur feet 
high with roofs made of straw which gives no protection 
against sun and rain and which one can enter only by going 
on one's kneesand where poor inhumans live herde-d together 
without any whole some food or clean drinking water and 
bread heavily dust -laden air sufficient to inflict the lungs 
with Tuber-Cluosis. tf you go to the rural areas in some 
of the states -I need not mentioned their names -you will 
find landless laboureres slaving for their masters from 
morning till night end recieving a pittance for the work 
done by them ,with their souls and bodies mortgaged to their 
16 to their^ employers". 
16. Justice %agwati : On the occasion of the "%tional 
Seminar on the Organised ftural fiabour ' held atVishwa 
Yuvak Kendra on Jan,5 ,1984.(S.C.C. 1984-Vol.III,Part.3 
August ,1st,1984.). 
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Learned justice %agwati in his aforesaid depiction 
has very truely sifted the miserable conditions of those 
unorganised class. Indeed, views presented by him attracted 
the attention of the Government of India and that 
of states . Very drastic steps are being taken theses 
days by the Government" in order to dupress this mischief 
of unfair practices with regard to the wages ,in particular, 
of these masses. 
Union Laboiir ^ "^ inister Veerendra Patil stated 
that "the Government was making a significant dent in its-
efforts to help workers in the informal and unorganised 
sectors like farming and footwear and §idi Industry to 
17 
organise and obtain justice S 
17. i^.Veerandra Patil ,At the meetiiag of the Standing 
Committee of his Ministry on "Unorganised Labour", 
The Hindustan Times , 10th October,I984p.11 Column.II. 
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(3). BURDEN OF PROOF; 
As we have examined eaTlier that the deduction 
intended to be made from the wages of the employee,shouldlae 
one whichiBoapahle of fall-ing under any of the several 
clauses of Sub-Sectlon2,Section 7. 
The onus to prove that the deductions made from 
the wages of the- employed persons are authorised falls 
squarely upon the employer; It is his duty and responsibi-
lity to discharge effectively by proving thaj the 
deductions made by him from the wages of the employees 
are legal and authorised, if he f^ils to discharge the 
above^ - stated legal duty ,it will affect himadversely as 
it is clearly fovmd in the case 4f K»S«Gokavi " wherein 
thff Bombay High Court held that the: onus of proving that 
a prticular deduction is coirered by one of ther heads^ 
of Sub-Section 7(2) is upon the employer has purported to 
a deduction from wages ,he must conclusively estabilish 
that such deduction is one that is out horised under •ttie 
Act. It is, therefore^not the burden of the employed 
person to that the deduction made^ by the employer is 
an authorised one* 
****** 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * K > - * * # | ( * * * * * * * ******************************* 
IS* K.S.Gokavi V. Doiphode.(1968^1* L.L.J.80. (Bom). 
C H A P T E R-IV 
AUTHORITY AND CLAIMS; 
The Payment of ^ ages Act,1936 is a self contained Code. 
It has esogrted to provide all the healing meastores to 
the aggrieved workmen falling under its jurisdiction. 
The Act' has formulated on very eff^ ective^  machinery fOr^ 
settlements of dues which are payable by the employers to 
the employees. S« 15 of the Act covers all these--'daims 
arising out of deductions or delay in payment"- of wages 
or penalty for mali^us or vexatious claims too, 
(l) APPOINTMENT OF AUTHORITY: 
¥he appointment: of the statutOEy under S.15(l), 
shall be made by the State Government by a notificatio n 
in the official Gazette. The- State Government by such 
notification appoints as an authority,for deciding claims 
wages or delays in the payment: of wages and all matters 
incidental to such claims ,©ne of the following persons-
(l). Presiding officer of any Labour 
Court: . 
(2). Presiding officer of any Industrial 
Tribunal constituted lander the^  
Industrial Disputes Act,1947. 
(3). Presiding officer of an Industrial 
Tribunal constituted under any 
corresponding law relating to the 
to the investigation and settlement 
of Industrial Disputes Act,l947, 
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in force in the State, 
(iv).Any Commissioner for Workmen's 
Compensation, 
(v). Officer with experience as Judge of 
a Civil lilourt . 
(vi).Stipendary Magistrate. 
The va]*pus State Amendments to S,15(l) have 
enlarged ambit of the persons who may be appointed as an 
authority. In Maharashtra ,a Judge of a Labour Court 
constitut-ed under the Bombay Industrial Relations 
Act, 1946 may also be appointed. Under the Gu;5rat Amendment, 
a judge of a Labour Court or,Judicial Member of the 
Industrial Court constituted under the Bombay Industrial 
Relations Act,1946 may be appointed ;\mder the Madhaya 
Pradesh amendment a Judge of a Labour Court constituted 
under the Madhaya Pradesh Industrial Relations Act,1960 
may also be appointed etc. 
The'state Government is also empowered to appoint 
more than one authority for any specified area and by an 
order also provide for the distribution or allocation 
of the work among the authorities so appointed .Such 
power is essential for the reasto that the in some areas, 
particularly in big citiis9 more than authority would be 
necessary to cope with the large number of claims , 
1. Chopra,D.S.,$he Payment of Wages ict,1936 . p,i09. 
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whereas in rural areas a single person could carry well 
out ttie worg of hearing claims arising out of that area. 
The= jurisdiction of the- authorij^ ay is purely 
territorial ,and therefore,it must only hear and decide 
sucii cases as arise in that specified area for whfcth 
it is appointed . A person appointed as authority is not 
deprived of his previous status ,he can run. both the 
it 2 
offices simulteneously . As was decided in Paraskar's case 
IN WHICH Allahabad High Court held,that the- present office 
of any authority remains unaffected • A person therefore, 
could continue to hold and perform his other functions while 
acting as as authority under this Act, The- fact that a 
person has the experience of a Magistrate and is appointed 
as a corape-tent authority under S.i5(l) cannot therefore, 
convert the proceedings before him into Criminal proceedings 
and the forum into a criminal Court. 
•'"he order to be valid one must be passed 
by the person exP^essely appointed for the same otherwise 
it will carry no weight. 
In Safdar ^ ssain's case^ the Court held that 
it is obviousnessential that ah order must be peissed naming 
a person as the authority constituted \mder S,l5(l). Where 
the Labour officer who was not constituted as an authority 
under S.15(l) and passed an odder directing the employer 
2.P.gopal Das V. Regional Labour Comm.(l966)«I.Li.J»366 Alld, 
3. gafdar Hussain V. Anantharamavavv. (1964)-I.LL.J.419 Mys. 
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to pay a certAin sum tf money to an employee as arrears 
of wages an order was hi 
incompetent (author it§r). 
held to be invalid as being 
S,18 of the Act provides that every authority under 
S,15(l) shall have all power-s of a Civil Court under the 
Code of Civil Procedure,1908,for the purpose of taking 
evidence and of enforcing the attendance of witness 
and con^ Jelling the production of documents. Every such 
authority shall be deemed to be Civil Court for all 
purposes of S.195 and of Chapter-XXVI of the Code of 
Criminal Procedure,1973,(No.2 of 1974). 
As in Hasan's case it was held that authority 
under S.15 is a Court subordinate to the %gh Bourt 
within the^  meaning of S.115 of the Code of Civil Procediare 
and its orders can be revised by the High Court in a proper 
case* 
Similarly In Kekl Ardeshir case the Court 
held that the authority is regarded to be a Court subordinate 
to the High Court within the meaning of S.3 of the Contempt 
of Court Act,1952 andcontempt of the authority is punishable 
in accordance with the law. 
But inspite of such clarity as to the nature 
of the authoirty beiling a Court ,the Rajasthen High Court 
took the contrary view in Bi.iov Cotton Mills case wherin 
»^ Hasan V, Md. Shamsuddin 1^9*51 )-II.L.L.J.6 Pat. 
5. Keki Ardeshir roaster V Inspector .Payment of ^ges Act. 
(lfe)-Il.L.L.J.51.Rad. "^^ 
6. Bi.iqy Cotton Mills V. Inspector .Payment of %ges Act, 
U9b3;-II.L.L.J.51.Raj: 
n 
the Court held that it is well settled that an 
authority under the Act is not a Civil Coxjrt and is 
properly speaking a quasi-judicial Tribunal , It is 
submitted that these observations are obiter -dicta 
and incoirect as the Court was only laying down the principle 
that a power of attorney filed by an advocate on befialf 
of theManagenment is ab application by a workman under 
S,15 will also be valid for the purpose of filing an appeal 
to the Court by the Advocate of the management. 
Similarly in Ghulam Raseol Wani s case the Co\xrt 
obsereved that the^  authority appointed under S,15 of the 
Act is not Civil Court and is not subject to revisional 
jurisdiction of the ^ igh Court \mder S.115 of Civil 
Procedure Code. 
In Kjshan Chand's case the Allahabad Sigh 
Court held that the authority \inder the Payment of Wages 
Act,1936 is a quasi-judicial one and for this reason 
bound to provide reasons for its ordez*s passed under S.15. 
While considering the question of the nature of 
the authority under S?15 ,it is pertinent to note that 
the auteHiority is expected to reach a conclusion after making 
an enquiry , Such (ttunctions clearly indicafe that the 
authority has to ex-erci»quasi-judicial functions and is, 
10 theref(fire,bound to observe the principle of natural justice. 
7. Ghulam ^assol V/ani V. Gh.Mphd.Wani A.I.R.l980.J.K.l66(Noc.) 
8. Kishan Chanel v'.City ^ ^gistrate Cl973).L.I,C.7l6 All. 
9. Kautilya,: Labour Laws.p.324. 
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10 Very recently in Panchanan Bhattachar.iee * s case 
also the Comrt held that an authority appointed under 
S,l5(l) is a 'person" disignata' and cannot be regarded 
as a Civil Court within the meaning of S.l4 of Limitation 
Act. ^he proceedingsbefore such an authority can not be 
regarded as Civil Proceedings. 
(2). JURISBICTION OF THE AUTHORITY: 
It is quite obvious from the terms of Sub-S,15 
(2)tha't the authority appointed under Sub-Sectionf 1) has 
jurisdiction to entertain applications only in two kinds 
of cases which aire,first, cases relating to deductions 
and fines 'not authorised under S.7 to 13' and secondly 
cases of delay in payment of wages beyond the wage period 
fixed under S.4 and the time of payment as laid down in 
S.5 of the Act. 
Inspite of the above provisions relating to the 
functiongof the Authority,the jurisdiction of the Authority 
has been a subject matter of judicial sarutiny by the 
Supreme Court and different High Courts time to time . 
11 
In Balkrishana Khopkar's case Justice Tendolkar 
obsereved that because of the lack of any attempt made by 
the legislature to define the scope of the payment of wages 
Authority under S.15 in a manner that could be understood 
10. Panchanan Bhattachar.iee V. Authority U/the Act. C1984) 
L.I.C.NO.CUCalj. 
11. Balkrishana Khopkar V, A.S,Rangekar.A.I.R.l957 Bora,288 
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by the employee who are the persons mainly concerned with 
the Act ,there has been a great deal of litigation in the 
law Cotarts in an atteinpt to define the scope of thejurisdict-
ion of the payment of wages Authority in dealing with an 
application under S.15. It appears us that the time has 
come when Parliameait may see its way to suitability to 
amend the Act so as to indicate as preeisely as the nature 
of the case makes it possible to indicate it ,the scope and 
exent of the ;Jurisdiction of the Payment of Wages Authority 
in a manner which can be understood by the class of people 
for whose benefit the legislation has been enacted. It is 
relevant tokeep in mind that by reasons of the provisions 
of the Act ,S.22 ousts the Jurisdiction of Civil Court 
in respect of claims wh&jjii can be entertained xmder S,15 
of the Act and if the employees isnot in a aaeition to 
deteraiine whether a remedy under S,15 does ordoes not 
lie in given case he may ,if heresorts to a Civil Court 
be faced with a bar under S.22., may find that his remedy 
under S,22 has by then beco-me barred if there is no 
jurisdiction in the Payment of Wages Authority . Cases 
have been known if the er^loyees h-airing lost their rights 
by reason of-this imcertainty in the law and it appears to 
be a matter of great iniportance to the employees that the scope 
and exttent of their^  Pajtment of Wages Authority should be 
clarified by statutory amendments of Parliament. 
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12 In Sura.imal Mehta's case the Supreme Court 
pointed out that the authority's power to consider applicat-
ion under S,15 are restricted to : 
(i), deductions other than those authorised 
xmder S.7 to 13 ; and 
(ii). delay in wages payment in contraven-
tion of the provisions of Ss,4 and5; and 
(iii). matters incidental tnei:»*o. 
The Supreme Court in the imdermentioned case very 
closely examined tne scope and jurisdiction of theAuthority 
under S.15 of the Act'. 
1 ^  
In A.V.D*costa's case the* Court has obsereved 
that the authority has the jurisdiction to decide what 
actually the terms of the contract beween the parties were, 
that is to say,to determine the actual wages ,but the 
authority has no jurisdiction to determine the question of 
potential wages. The authority can only direct the employer 
to pay such wages as are shown in the relevant register of 
wages but he cannot be directed to pay higher wages on the 
determination by the authority that the en5)loyees should 
have been placed din the monthly wages scheme. 
12. Payment of wages Inspector V. Suragmal Mehata. 
A.I.R. 1969 S.C. 590. 
13. A.V.D'r.osta V. B.C.Patil. A.I.R.1935 . S.C.412. 
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14 Again In famous case Shrl Ambica Mills Co. the 
Supreme ^ ourt after examii^ the scheme of the Act again 
held that the only claims which could be entertained by the 
authority were claims arising out of deductions or delay 
made in the payment of wages • Where the contract of emplo-
yment is admitted but there is dispute about the construction 
of its terms,the authority would have jurisdiction to try 
such as a dispute or delay made in payment of wages ,the 
authority would inevitably ,have to consider questions 
incidental to such^but in determining the scope of these 
incidental matters case must be taken to see that the 'UT\<3eT Wie 
guise of deciding incidental matters the limited jurisdiction 
was not unreasoT^ abljf or unduly expanded . Equally ,care 
must be taken into the consideration to see that the scope 
of these incidental mattere was not unduljr curtailed so to 
affect and irape^ dt that the limited jurisdiction conffered 
on the auhtoiity . The court howeveH> declined to lay down 
any hard and fast rule which afford a determining test 
to demarcate the field of incidental facts which could be 
legitimately considered by the Authority and those which 
could not be so considered. 
Sa-Bsepress Newspaper's case the Supreme Court 
also observed that where the services of woekmen were 
terminated on their not resum-ing duties after^  a notice 
^ — iijj. ^ 1 • • — 1 — f— — I'll M []•! — — — III! ij.n M- »"• -iL- „-III mir rrr ;„ jm irx, JUL , j i .L^ iiii •-• .!_ .•.] u m — u ^ _i_ L.. J _ iin — iii r r — ii_ . — mi iir -" 
14. Shri Ambica Mills Co, Ltd. V. S.B.Bhatt (1961)-I.L.L.J.ISC 
15. Express Newspaper V. Shridar Bhau Parab(l96l)II.LL.J.629 
0*0* 
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was^ put up to that eJ&f ect by the employer and the^ eajpl-oyees 
becstme entitled to certain benefits under a Stanidng 
Order,it was held that the Authorit^ r was justified in direc-
ting such benefit to be paid to the employees. 
The Supreme Court in Bombay Gas Co, case 
reversed the decision of the Authority and observed ,where 
certain workmen claimed overtime wages whcih were 
negativated by the Industrial Tribxinal on the award made 
by it,granted some concessions for work on Sundays. 
Subsequently workeres applied under the-S,15 claiming on 
the" ground of overtime-wages « The authority granted the^  
claim on the ground that a prior award passed on 
considereation of legal issues was not a bar for reconsi-
dering the same issue once again,The Supreme Court set 
aside the order of the Authority in the ground of lack of 
jurisdiction and observed that"if such coirrse is held 
permissible it would be meant that the Authority under 
the Payment of Wages Act would be practically sitting in 
appeal on awards of industrial Tribunals and upsetting ^ em • 
ThAjit can not do so long as an award of an Indus-
trial Tribunal which his jurisdiction to decide the matter 
remains inforce," 
17 In William Goodacre case it was held that 
uncertained bonus cannot be claimed by means of an application 
l6.Bomabay Gas Co. V, Shridar Bhau Parab.(1961)-II.L.L.J.62g^ 
17. yilliaa Good^cre& Sons Ltd. V.i>4at^ mx>v. A<>."L^ k^ )3S:F: fe.tfe 
,'iii^"-S-<v»>teH**3^ 4*ttjw»-, v.^*^,«^ -* .« ^ -
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under S.15 of the Payment of Wages Acjr. 
1R 
In A«R.Sarin case while interpreting the limited 
jiirisdiction of the Authority the Court reiterated the 
well-known proposion that when a special authority having 
quasi-judicial powers id estabilished ,and the same excludes 
the jurisdiction of the ordinary Civil Court, such authority's 
power-s and jurisdiction should be "strictly construed". In 
other words what the Act does provide for by express provision 
or necessary in^ Jlication , cannot be given into by such 
authority, 
1Q 
In Imperial Tobacco Co.Ltd.case^ the Calcutta 
High Court held that while the Authority under the Act can 
decide the question of illegal deductions or delayed wages, 
it caxmot adjudicate on what the wages of employed person 
shoi}^  be. 
20 In Lakpatral's case the Court held that the question 
of legality or propriety of the dismissal of a person 
can not be gone into bjj the Authority under the Payment of 
Wages Act. 
21 Bnt contrary to this in P.Dorai Kannus case the 
Madras fefigh ^ourt held •t±iat an illegal suspended employee 
is entitled to make a claim under S,l5 of the ^ ct despite 
the fact that he was not permitted to work during the 
period ±a whtcii he was suspended. 
18.A.R.Sarin V. B.C.Patil.(1951)-I.L.L.J.188. 
19. Imperial Tobacco Co. Ktd. V.Authority. A.I.R.l97l.Call09. 
20.Lakpatral V. Om Prakash ,A.I.R.1966.Mad.201. 
21. P.Dorai Kannu V. Prop.Hotela Savov.A.I.R.I963 Mad.20l 
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The Authority under S,15 has been ciothed with the-power 
to decide the disputes on retrenchment compensation , 
subject to tthe nature of question of law and fact. As 
it was- decided in M/s tfnited Gilders case in which the 
Court held tthat in view of the decisions of the^  Supreme 
Court in Payment of Wages Inspector.U.i.ian V. Sura.imal 
Mehata and The Baranagoa Electric Supply and Industrial 
Co.Ltd. and other(1969.I-L.L.J.-762) it ia obvious that 
authority under the wages: Act is not supposed to enter into 
complicated question of law and fact and therefore,though 
retrenchment compensationmay come within the term of 'wages' 
under the Wages Act,in view of the Scheme of the Act it 
cannot be gone into by the Authority under the Wages Act. 
^hus in Sewa Singh and Others^^it was held that" 
vrfiere claim for payment of retrenchment compensation based 
on S.25-F of the Industrial Disputes Act,1947 is made under-
S.15 of the Act,and no complicated question of law or 
f ^cts are involved and where the decision: cduld be 
given by the Authority in a summary manner,the Authority 
has jurisdiction to entertain such claim. 
24 In R.R.Engineering Company's case it was held 
the Authority under the Act has inherent jurisdiction 
to set-aside an ex-partetorder passed without due service 
iihcxe 
of notice on the employer even though is no specific 
22.M/s United guilders V. Etamnath Sharma(l974)-I.L.L.J.290 
23. Sewa Singh & Others V. Authority under Act-.47-F. J.R-1975 
24. R.R.Engineering Co.V^Authority under Act.47-F.J.Ryl973-
303. 
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provision in the Act. 
If the increment payable to the employee on the^  
f^itilfillment of the terms of contract of en^ jloyment is 
wttlaheM the Authority would have jurisdiction to decide 
the complaint regarding such withholding of incremsBt • 
In Venkata Vardan's case it was held that the 
Authority has no Jurisdiction to grant damages as wages 
by way of wrongful termination of serviceoeto decide the 
question of quantum of damages payable under S,74 of the 
Contract Act. 
Again in M.L.J.fress Ltd.case the Court held 
where an employer and its emp loyees enter into an agreement 
that a certain sum per month should be paid to the^  en?)loyees 
purely as an advance for a certain period thesum so 
advanced would not be wages within the meaning of the 
definition and the en^ jloyer is entitled to fecover the same 
under the S,7(2)(f) and therefore thrse cannot be a case for 
the exwercise of jurisdiction under S.15(2) of the Act. 
Compensation for lay-off is not wages and it must 
follow that the Authority for Payment of Wages woyld have 
no jurisdiction to grant any claim made by a worker with 
2S 
regard to compensation for lay-off. ^ 
ii 
25.Southern Roadways V. Sathvanarayana Ra.iuC 1970)L.I.C.I470.%s 
26. Venkata Vardan V. Sembifcan Saw Miiig.(i933).ii.LL.J.11.Mad. 
27. M.L.J.Press(Pvt)Ltd.V.Add.Com.for' Workmen's Compensation 
U970)-21-Fac.L.R.l6Mad. 
28. H^A.Yelvra V. General Manager- ,A.I.R.1957,Bom.100. 
,.t^SSiiSe^i!t!St&,^^„%atU^M ^^itji-'if ^ 
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29 In Vlshvanath Kukrama's case the CotuCt after 
examining the schene of the Act,five principles regarding 
the nature and ambit of the jurisdiction of the Authority 
were laid down ,namely-
(1). The Authority has no jurisdiction to decide 
whether the services of one employee have been rightly 
or wrongly terminated or whether the dismissed is lawful or 
un-lawful . 
(2). The promary function of the Authority is to 
determine -^ het: the wages of the employees are^  and 
whether there has been a delay in the payment of those 
wages or a deduction from those wages • 
(3)» In order to determine the wages it may be 
necessary to determine what the terms of the contract 
were under which the employee was employed and under 
which he was claiming his wages, 
(4). In order to determine what the contract 
was,what the terms of the contract were,what were the 
wages due under thd contract,it might become necessaty for 
the authority to detrmine whether in the first place 
there was employment, omot ,and 
(5). When there is a dispute which is the contract 
that governs the relationship of the parties ,then the 
authority has no jurisdiction to decide which of the contracts 
should regulate the rights of the parties. 
29. Vishwanath Kukrama V. General |j{}«nager.C.Rlv. (1957'^ .''II 
L.L.J.250 (Bom]i. 
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In Jav Gu.irat Prakashan Ltd. case S.T.Desai,C,J. 
held that there is nothing in S,17 of the Working Journalist 
Act#l955 whiih can even remotely s\iggest that the ^ iirisdict-
ion of the Authority under the Payment of Wages Act has, 
in any manner been affected by it • ^ he^  words 'without 
prejudice to any other mode of recovery' in S.17 of Working 
Journalists Act,1955 ,indicate that the jurisdiction of 
the authority still remains unaffected even in respect of 
the claims by the working ;ioumalists. 
In order^ to avoid multiplicity of proeeedings 
the ordinary Conrts Jurisdiction is excluded imder this 
Act,as we cansee its application in a recent case-
In Sulekha Works Ltd.case^^ Mr, J, Amitabha Dutta 
obsereved as seon as deduction ismade from the wages of 
the employees ,contrary to the provisions of the- payment of 
wages Act,relief in respect of such deductions is to be 
sought by the employee under S.15 of the Act and the 
bar of S,22(d) to the jurisdiction of the Civil Court ctjmes 
in,which says,"No Court shall entertain any suit for the 
recovery of wages or of any deduction from wages is so for 
as the sum so claimed,could have been recovered by an 
application under S.15. 
In Labourers Working on Salal Hydro-Pro.iect case^ 
The- Supreme Court held that ,Minimum wages must be paid 
to the woiskmen directly without any deductions save and exee-
pt those authorised by the statute* Wages due to the 
30. Jay Gu.irat Prakashan Ltd.V.Hari Prasad .A.I.R1960Gu.i.10-12 
31. gulekha Works Ltd. V.B'aren ftas. (l<^ 5^  )»II.L.L.J. 501 (H.C.^ 
32. Laboureges Working on Slal Hvdrofero.iect.V. State o^J.K. 
s^td ul%x^ (1983)-I.L.L.J*494. (S.C). 
^''•'A^li^lBiS^kllK^u<eie^-)MgJSA^/i,>m'iS^ 
i[}6 
the workmen employed by the piece-wages or sub-contractors 
must therefore be paid directly to the workmen without the^  
Khatedar,and no deductions can be made from the wages 
on accoimt of any advances alleged to have been made by the 
Khatedars to the workmen. If thete are any advances repayable 
by the workmen to the ^ atedars or any messing ciiarges are 
to be paid ,they may be paid by the workmen to the Khatedars 
after.they receive the full amount of wages due t6 them 
from the piece-wages or sub-contractors. 
h^ff application of the Act is of widest: amplitude 
because the Authority ,to decide the cases under the Act, 
has been vested with exhaustive pomgHs to deal not only 
the cases mentioned in dection 15 of the ^ ct but also claims 
incidently connected with the substantial dispute 
relating to deductions or delays in payment of wages. The 
aforesaid provision is recently applied in Panchanan 
Bhattachar.iee case ^ the Court held that the jurisdiction 
of the Authority under the Act to deal with the classes of 
claims arising out as mentioned in S.I5 is exhaustive 
and in dealing with the: claims arising out of ,deductions 
ordelay in making payment of wages ,such Authority would 
have the power to consider questions incidental to those 
matters and it is true that while determining on such 
incidental ofuestions or is sues, prop err care must be taken 
to see that in the name or guise of dediding such 
incidental issues or questions the limited jurisdiction 
of the Authority is not unduly or unreasonably extended, 
55. FanchaaaaBhattachar.iee v7SuthorityU984Jl7-Lab.I.C.^oc1 
(Cal). 
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Where aiiy deduction h.s been made from the wages of any 
en^loyed person contrary to the provisions of the Act,or 
any paymenlt of wages have been delayed, an application 
for a direction may be moved in the Court of the Authority 
appointed under this Act. Sucii claims applications may be^  
filed in this Court of the authority by any one of the 
folliwing persons: 
(i). employed person himself ;or 
(ii). any legal practitioner;or 
(iii). any official of registered Trade 
Union authorised in writing to act 
on behalf of the employed person;or 
(iv). any Inspector appointed under 
tbis Act;oir 
(v)« any other person acting? with the 
permission of the Authoritty appointed under 
S.15(1) of the Act. 
It may be pointed out that it is not necessary that 
the employed persons should iaake claims applications 
indi«idtUutly. ^he 'similarly circumstanced employed person 
can make a single1 application for direction under S,15(3) 
of the Act . Section 16(3) lays down that the Authority 
may deal with the any number of persons belonging to the 
same unpaid group as a single application predented under 
Sub-Section (2) of Section 16 ,and the provisions of that: 
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that Sub-Section shall apply accordingly. Thus , 
if several applications are filed by employed persons 
belonging to the same group ,the Auhtority is enop^ weE^ da 
under s,16 to deal with them as if it was a iingle applicationi 
by an unpaid group. This provision is intended to save-time^ 
and energy of the Autbliiority from necesssyy duplication 
of work. 
In Laxman Pandu's case^ the Bombay High Court 
held that although S.I6 tfeats such application as a 
single application by members of the same group,the 
authority mas>t .in his direction ,maifte separate orders 
in respect of each endividual err^ loyee. 
(3). THE PERIOD OF LIMITATION; 
Before filing an application under S,15 of the 
Act the time factor should bet be ignored by the claimants 
as the first provisA to Sub-Section (2) of S.15,limits 
the time of twelve months within which the application 
should be presented from the- date on whiih deduction 
from the wages was made or from the date onwhich the 
payment of wages was due to be made as the case may be. 
As in Sheo Prasad's case V»ViS petitioner 
was suspended and subsequently removed from the service 
in the year of I948>it was obvious that wages were due 
34lBxman Pnadu V. Engineering Western Railway.A.I.R.1955B0m283. 
35. Sheo Prasad V. Add. District Judge*A.I.R.1962 All.144. 
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IN the year 1948 on the footing that the removal was 
wrongful . The starting point of limitation in such 
a case would be eitjaer the date of suspension or the date 
on which of removal and not the date of the decision 
by a civil court holding wrongful. 
If a claim for \iagew is barred by the law of 
limitation , ^ here is no extinguishment of the liability 
36 
of the employer. 
This concept is well recognised;in Anson's case 
"At common law lapse of time does not 
affect contractual rights.Such a right 
is of a pemanent and indestructiahle 
character,unless either from the nature 
of the contract or from its teems it be 
limited in point of duraEtion." 
There may be situations when the partial claim is 
is allowed to be recoverable while to the contrary one 
part of the claims is barred by limitation. As it was held 
in Bokaro Colliery's case the Patna ^ igh Court held 
a claim for wages is filed before the authoruty ,a part 
of which is barred by limitation and the remaining is 
within the time ,then the claim which is not barred by 
limitation must be allowed. 
36. Bom. Dying & Mafg.Co.Hd.V. State of Bom. (1958)-I.L.L.J 
778 .S.C. 
37. Ansons Law of ontract,p.537 
c 
38» iQltaro Bollienv V.Udai Siagh , (1963)- I I .L .L.J327.Pat . 
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Recently in S«K.Ma2umdar*3 case the eoxirt 
held that from a perufiftl of Sub-SEction 2 read above it is 
seen that the remady of the petitioner was to approach the 
prescibed Authority under the Act for his redress "within 
12 months", "^ he petitioner hasnot done that even after the 
decision was given by the railway authority in 1972. It is 
clear in our opinion that the afbresaid provision clearly 
bars his claim to be agited now in S.l5(2) of the Act. 
We are of the firm opinion that claim of the petitioner for 
non-payment of his salary or other allowance during the 
period of suspension and umemployment till his reinstatement 
is clearly a slate demand", 
Undier the second proviso to Sub-Section (2),the-
authority has the 'discretion to condone the delay,if the 
applicant satisfied the authority that he had "sufficient" 
cause jBor not making the application within the stipulated 
time of twelve months, "^ his provision is at par with the^  
provision in 3,5 of Limitation Act . 
It should also be taken into heed that when the 
party ci»aves foy condonation of delay,he must disclose 
the reasons of delay of the,whole period • An excuse relatingt<; 
a short span out of the tot-al period ,cannot be deemed to 
satisfy the authority that there was "sufficient cause". 
38» S.K.%zamdary t.Uhion of ttidia (l983) L.I.C. 1178 
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it has "been observed that the authority is 
mandatory required to apply its mind to the question and 
to satisfy itself ,there was a sufficient cause for the 
delay and then to pass an order admitting the application 
and then only he can proceed with the consideration of the 
merits of the claims in accordane with the S.15(3) . 
The proper procedure for the authority to follow in every case 
where an application is filled beyond the peiod of limitation 
is not to admit the applicaiton but tA keep it pending 
and to issue merely a notice upon other:^  side toshow -cause 
why delay should not be condoned. 
The Authority wdll not act arbitraly, as in 
Anant Ram's case^the^ Ra.iasthan %gh Cd>urt held that where-
a person is dismissed ence and is reinstated an account 
of defect in proceedilire and fsrhther" proceedings are tcken 
against him on the same charges he has to await the order^ -
of the second inquiry • ^ e can apply for deducted wages after 
the second inquiry is over-and an order thereon is passed. 
In such case the second provisd* of S.15(2) will apply and 
•there would be sufficient cause' for not making the applica-
tion within the prescibed time for which the waged were 
deducted. 
When a party alleges that he was ignorant of the 
provision entitling him to make a claim ,delay on account 
of thereof cannot be condoned ,as it is the well recognibsed 
37* M/s Ha.ji J^ atif Gani Bidi Mfg.Fact. ^, Abdul R.S.Mohd. 
(1963)-II. L.L.J.257. 
38. AnantR^am '/ Dlstt. Magistrate .A.I.R.1960 S.C.260 
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principle that 'ignorancas of law is no excuse'. In such 
a case the atthority cannot hold that there was 'sufficient 
cause' &nF delay,^^ 
In spite of above privileges the protection 
conferred by S.15 to the employer,in respect of delayed 
claims by employed persons ,is not absolute power . It 
was held that even if such claim was barred under S,15 of 
the Act ,the same could be raised in the fccm of an 
industrial dispute unier the -industrial Disputes-Act. 
The Authority will apply the judicial approach 
in deciding the case as in Hans Ra.i s case the Court held 
that the discretionary power conferred on the Authority 
to condone delajr in filing an applicsCon is not excessive 
because the aggreived party can seek redress against 
abuse of this power by involving the 'supervisory jurisdict-
ion' of the "igh Court "xinder Article 227" of the Indian 
Constitution . It is therefore within the-power of the 
High Court to enquire into the order of the Authority under 
S,15 "in an application on appropirate case". 
(4). PROCEEDINGS BEFORE THE AUTHORITY; 
S,15^3) provides that After the filing of an appli-
csti-on under S. 15(2) ,the Authority shall hear the applicant 
and the employer or any other person responsible for the 
payment of wag^ es under S, 3 of the A^t . The- Authority 
39. Sita Ram Chandran & Sons V. M.N.Nagarahana.AIR.l96aS.G260 
40 Bombay Dying Mfg.Co.V.State of gomfafay.A.I.R.l958 S.C.328 
41, Hans Ra.i V. Municipal Committee.Sangrur-45-F.L.R. 1974-311. 
no 
will serve the notice to the employer or toany other person 
responsible for wages to file objections on the applicatLon . 
fhe authority will give them an opportunity to be heard and 
after any farther inquiry ,if any,as may be necessary 
for doing justice ,without prejudice to any penalty to which 
such employer or o-therperson is liable under this Act, 
direct the refund to the^employed person of the amount 
deducted or the payment of the delayed wages ,together with 
the payment of such coiapensation as the- Authority may think 
fit,not exceeding ten times the amount deducted in the 
former case that is in case of wrongful deduction and not 
exceeding 25 rupees in case if payment of delayed wages# 
The Act firther provides that even if the amount deducted 
or delayed or the delayed wages are paid before the 
disposal of the application for claims ,the Authority is 
empowered todirect the payment of such coqjpensation as 
the Authority may deem just but not exceeding 25 rupees. 
% e applicationaof S,15(3) Is not an abosalute 
one • Certain concession regarding the delay in wages 
have been recognised under it • Provisib (3) provides 
that a direction cannot be made in respect of payment of 
compensation in case of delayed wages, if the authority 
understands that delay is on account of :-
(a) a bonafide error or dispute regarding 
the amount payable to the employed person,or 
m 
(b^ occiir^ce of an emergency ,or the^  
existence of exceptioaal circiimstances ,such that the^  
person responsible for the payment of wages was unable , 
though ex-erelsing reasonable diligence ,to mafte pron^ Jt 
payment,or 
(c) the employed persons failure' to apply 
for and accept the payment. 
All the necessary provisions have been provided by 
the Act to check the false claims because the Authority 
is empoweEd to impose a penalty in the following two 
cases under S,15(4)-
(i) in case of malicious or vexatious application 
by the? employed person ,the Authority may direct that a 
penalty not exceeding R5.5O/- be paid to the employer 
or to any person responsible for the payment of wages by 
the person presenting the application • 
(ii)l In any case in ^ ich compmsation 
is directed to be paid,and the Authority having hearing 
the application is quite satisfied that the^  applica-jlt 
ought not to have been compelled to seek redress under 
this Section,the Authority is authorised to direct Rs,50/-
to be paid to the state government by the erngxloyer or 
any person respondble for the pasnnent of wages, 
S,15(4-A) further alluminates that where there 
is any dispute as to the person or persons being the legal 
representative or representatives of the employer or of 
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the^  employed perspon ,the decision of the Authority on sucii 
dispute shall be final once for all. 
S»15(5) of the Act has made provision for recovery 
of any amount directed to be paid • Any amount directed 
to be paid under S.15 may be recovered:-
(a), if the Authority is a Magistrate ,by the 
Authority as if it were a fine imposed by him as Magistrate ; 
and 
(b), if the Authority is not a Magistrate? by any 
Magistrate to whom the Authority makes an applicarion in 
this behalf ,as if it were a fima imposed by such Magistrate. 
It should also be kept into Mnd that any enquiry 
underS.15 of the Act shall be deemed to be the judicial 
proceedings within the meaning of S«195,219 and 228.of 
Indian ^ enal Code . 
In Bomaby State the original Act has been 
amended and a new S.15-A has been added by the Payment Of 
Wages (Bombay Amendment) Act, 1953 ,S.5 . Under that Section 
an applicant has not to pay any Court fees isrespect of a 
claims application .If hwever,the applicant wants to 
exaaine any witness and a witness summons is to sissued 
to the witness, then ap )licant has to pay four annas in 
RSspect of each witness . Where the claims application is 
filled by an Inspector he is not required to court fees 
on the application as also the process fees for issues 
of summons to witness-es. It must however,be noted that 
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under the Bombay Amendement Act,1953 ,where the applicant 
succeeds in his application the Authority hasiscalculate the 
amount of court fees payable by the applicant and to direct 
the employer or the person responsible for payment of wages 
to pay such amoi:ait to the State Government. The amount so 
directed to be paid if not paid ,will be recoverable as arreaes 
cS'land revenue. 
The Payment of Wajges Act under S.17 makes provision 
for appeals against the order of the- Authority appointed under 
S.15(l) of the Act, An appeal against the order of the 
Authority may be filed 'within the 30 days' of the date on 
which the order or direction was made in a Presidency 
town before the court of Small Causes and elsewhere before 
the District Court in the following cases--
(ij, against the order dismissing either wholly 
or partially an application filed before the Authority under 
S.15(2'^  of the Act,for refund of unauthorised deduction 
made or pa3nnent of delayed wages ;or 
(2), against a direction of the Authority under 
S.15(3) for refund of amount wrongfully deducted together^ 
with compensation ,if aiay;or 
(3). against directions of the Authority for the 
payment of the delayed wages,together with the compensation 
if any;pr 
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(4), against the direction of the Authority for 
refund for compensation under S.15(3),or 
(5). against the order of Authority imposing a 
penalty under S,15(4) of the Act. 
The main thing to be noted is that an appeal in 
above cases may be preferred within the 30 days on which 
the order was passed. The words'date on which the? order' 
should notliterally construed to mean thff date on 
which the order was made but must be construed liberally 
to mean the date of the coimmunication or knowledge of the-
Order^2 
The right of appeal can be availed by either of 
parties subject to the conditions attached in Clauses of 
S.17 of the? Act. 
Any employer is entitled to appeal under S.17(l) 
(a),if; 
(1). the appeal is against an appealable order of 
or direction and 
(ii), the total s\am directed to be paid as wages 
and compensation exceeds- three hundred rupees;or 
(iii),the impiigned direction involves the imposition 
of a financial liabiit-y exceeding one thousand rupees. 
Under S.l7(l)(b),an appeal may be made 'by an 
en^loyed person' himself or by any other person enumerated 
42.Dashrath Chand V. Ra.i.State Roadways Copn.~52-FiJ?R.1978467. 
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under S.15(2),on his behalf. But such appeal will be main-
tained only if the appeal is against an order which is app-
ealable under S.l7(l). Secondly,the total amount of wages 
claimed to have been withheld from the en5)loyer exceeds 
Rs»20/-or thirdly,the total amount of wages wiirhheld from 
the same unpaid group to which he belongs or belonged 
exceeds Rs,50/-.S.17(1")(c) defines appeal by any person 
directed to pay ,penalty under S,15(4) ,if such appeal 
is against an appealable direction. 
No appeal under ^lause(a) Sub-Section (l) shall 
lie unless the memrandum of appeal is accompanied by 
a certificat e by the Authority to the effect that the 
appellant has deposited theamount payable under the 
direction against which the appeal is made. -^  This 
provision is made to refrain the employer from the 
necessary appeals intended to delay the payment • 
Under S,17(2) ILife S.17(l) an ord(SC dismissing 
wholly or partially the application under S,15C2)or (4) 
is final. 
S,17(4^ has enabled the Appellate Court to refer 
'any question of law' to the High Court for ita decision 
thereunder. 
The appeal permitted under S,17 are -the appeals 
whtih are maintainable . But it does not mean that parties 
43. Section 17(1-A). 
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aggrieved by orders which are not appealable ,have been 
ousted from sectiring relief from the High Court in the 
ex-erciff* of High Court's Powers of revidion , or under 
Art. 226 and 227 of the Constitution . 
Bor the proper working of the provisions , the 
Auhtority or the the Appellate Court under S.17-B is 
entitledto direct conditional attachment of the property 
of the employer^ or person responsible for the payment of 
wages ,at the satisfaction that such person is'likely to 
evade payment of any amount ' directed by the^ Appellate 
CoxjTt ,to be paid to the eraployees • S.igj-B also reqMres 
that the^ employer or person responsible for images 
payment must be given 'an opportianityoJbeing heard * before 
ordering the conditional attraxment of his properjsy. 
In Payment of Wages Act,(Bombay Amendment) Act, 
1953, Sub-Section ^3-A) has been added to section 15 of the 
original Act,which provides the dimilar provisions as 
stated in S.17-B. Under Sub-^ection(3-A) if the authority 
is cortv/i-ftcsd that in order to mar or defect the payment 
of amount which has: been reawarded ,is being delayed , 
it can make an order for conditional attachment of property. 
In case of depostte of the equal amount in court 
by person responsible for pamjnnent of wages the authority 
will not pass order for conditional attachment . 
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PUMSHMENT : 
T he success of an enactment rests exclusively 
on the- shoulders of the inforcement machinery,it has 
provided.But it will not out of place to say that the^  
success of this inforcement — machinaery lies- in the autho rity 
(powers) entrusted to it by the Act to curb the evils ,by 
punishing the; defaulters, -^f the punishment is less the 
contravention -rater (degree) will be high ,while^  severe 
penalties lead to thee strict adherence of the law. 
The Payment of V/agesAct ,1936 ( Original) has 
also been an instance of the same^ maxim. The Act in its 
original form suffered from the lack of deterrent penalties-. 
The erap-loyers hardly paid any heed' towards the observance 
of the provisions, in paying the^  wages to their employees. 
They did not stop the habit of subtracting the amoimt 
from the wages of the employees. Employers owing to the 
negligible penalties drew handsome benefits despite 
paying the penalties inflicted upon th©n for the violation 
of the wages provisions. Hence, in order to ensure an effect-
ive obeyance of the Act , it has been amended several times 
enhancing the punishments in case of contraventions. 
But recently, the Act No.38 of 1982 has overhauled the S.20 
of Payment of Wages ^ ct,1936. 
Amendment Act ,1982 is being expected to check 
the-malpractices of the employers with regard to the 
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deductions and pajmient of due wages . 
^he main provisions relating to the penalties 
in caseL of illegal and unauthorised deductions, non-payment 
of wages and other alike maladies are'being mentioned 
here in brief; 
S,20, (l). Whoever being responsible KWiisxxmsi 
for the payment of wages to an employedi person contravenes a^iy 
of the provisions of any of the following sections ,namely. 
S,5 ( exec^t sub-section (4!l thereof ,Sec.7,and Sec.S 
except sub-section (s) thereof ,Sec.9,Sec.10, 
except sub-section(2) thereof and "^ ecs. 11 to 13) both 
inclusive ,sh3ill be punish able with the fine , ( which 
shall not be less than two-"Jitodred rupees but whcih 
may exent to one thousaii rupees.). 
(2) Whoever contraneace the? provisions of S.4 
( sub.sec. Il4) of "^ €£0.5 ,Sea.6, sub-sec. (8) ,of Sec.8, 
sub-seai(2) of Sec. 10 ) or ^ecr 23 shall be punishable 
with the^  fine whcih may extend to C five hxmdred rupees). 
(If) Whoever- beibng required under this -^ ct to main-
tain any records or registers- or to furnish any information ^ 
or return-
ee), failsto maintain such register or record;or 
(b). wilfully refuses or without lawful excuse 
neglects to furnish such information or return;or 
(c), wilfully fxirnishes^  or causes to be fumishedi . 
1 
any information or return which he knows to be lalse J 
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or; 
(d) refuses tb answer ar wiliully giijes a false answer to 
any question necessry fo obtaibing the information required 
to be funished \mder this Actl^for each such with fine 
( vrfiich shall not: be less thaij two hundred rupees) 
offence ,be punishable but may be^  extend to one thousand 
rupees), 
(4) V/hoever— 
(a^ wilfully obstructs an Inspector in the- discharge 
of his duty under this Act?or 
(b) refiises or wilfully neglects to afford an 
Inspector any reasonable facility for making any entry, 
inspection examination,st^jeriision or enquiry authorised! by 
or under this ct in r^ation to any railway ,factory,or 
( industrial or other Estabilishment); or 
(c5 wilfully refuses to produce on the~ demand 
of an Inspector any register- or other document: kept in 
pursuance of this Act; or 
(d) prevents or atteHtte to prevent or does 
anjrfching which he has any reason to believe is likely to 
prevent any person from appearing before or being examined 
by any inspector acting in pursuance of his duties under 
this Act; 
shall be punishable with fine ( which shall nftt beless 
than two htmdred rupees but whlih may extend to one 
thousand rupees ) 
(5) if any person who has been convicted; of any offence 
punishable under this Act is again guilty of any offence 
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invoving contravention of the? same provision,he shall 
be punishable on a subsquent conviction with imprisonment 
for a term ,(which shall not be less than one month 
but which may extend to six months and with fine which 
shall not be less than five febndrtKl (500) rupees but 
which may fextendl to three thousand rupees.) 
Provided that for the purposes of this sub-section, 
no cogniaance shall be taken of any conviction made 
more than two years- before the dates on which thecommission 
of the offence which is being punished came to the knowledge 
of the Inspector. 
(5) if any person fails- to or wilfully neglects 
to pay the wages of any employed person by the date fixed 
by the authority in this behalf ,he shall ,without 
prejudice to any other action that may be ta-ken against 
him be punishable with an additional fine which may extsid 
to Hone hundred rupees) for each day for which such 
failure or neglect continues. 
C O N C L U S I O N : 
"The whole paraphernalia of settlement ,concili-
ation ,arbitration (voluntary as well as compulsory), 
agreements,awards,etc.»shows that human labour ha«§; value 
beyond what the wages represent and therefore is entiEed 
to corresp-onding rights in an industry and employers must 
give them their due." 
Wages form the pivot roxxnd which most labour 
problems revolve. Wages are the main cause of the troubles 
in the industrial disputes. They are the prime source 
of workers livelihood. The wage problem is so important 
that it has always haimted the minds of all conscious 
people in all countries at all times. But this problem 
iTiSLia "beca-use 
assumes more significance in Indian toiling masses have 
always been suffering due to ubiquitous capitalistic 
exploitation,due to the absence or insufftcienfjry of 
proper administrative and adjudicating machinery for 
meeting them their due • Ther ooint-family system is 
breaking down rapidly and the workers are more or less, 
dependent on their own earnings alone. Hence,of all 
the problems that face the worker that of wages is the 
most pressing and persistent and particularly in this 
modern era. 
it was only in 1926 that the Government of India 
for the fiBst time paid llced to address letters to the 
local Governments to ascertain the position linked with 
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the delays which occtired in the payment of wages to persons 
employed in industry and the practice of imposing fines 
on them,The material collected was tabled before the Royal 
Commission on Lat>o\jr ,1929. The Royal Commission on 
Labour ,the fiBst official body to undertake a detailed 
study of all aspects of the conditions of Indian Industrial 
and plantation labour forwarded some precious suggestions 
in respect of fines and deductions for damages or loss 
to the employers goods entrusted to the employed persons, 
etc»« 
Ratifying the valuable Recommendations ofthe 
Commission,the then Government passed the Payment of Wages 
Act, 1936 to meet the rising expectations of ignorant', 
weak,baffled,poor,helpless and hopeless workers in the 
factories,railways and industrial estat-lishments or other 
estab-lishments specified in Sub-Cl.(a) to (g) of 
S.2(ii),Payment of Wages Act,1936. 
Nodoubt,Labour legislation is the expressionof 
the feelings of the people and gives practical shape to 
current human and social values prevalent in the community* 
But mere passing of the laws does not guarantee their 
proper implementatiion . Effective and honest administration 
is equally a vital factor because a legislation without 
effective implementation remains a mere paper-tiger. 
The profound objective of estab-lishing a 
machinery for proper wage regulation is marred if mal-
practices in the payment of wages are not checked without 
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any delay. In order to wash-out this evil and to estab-lish 
'industrial democracy ' the Supreme Court of India has 
played and still playing a dynamic role. Recently in 
People's Union for Democratic Rights case the Supreme 
Court very generously opined that labour laws are enacted 
fof improving the conditiorB of workers so the employer 
cannot be allowed to escape away from the violation of 
labour laws by paying paltry fines which they would not 
mind ib paying bec^se violation of laws they would earn 
more profits vrtiich are far exceed the amoimt fined. The 
labour laws would regulate to nullity. Hence, violation of 
labour laws must be viewddi with strictness and whoever 
violates them,should be punished fay imposing adequate 
punishment. 
A comparative study of Rege Committee on the 
working of the Payment of WagesAct,l936 with the report 
of the National Labour Commission is quite fruitful. 
It makes it abundantly clear that even thoiogh the Act has 
been amended several times after the submission of the 
Report of Rege Committee,sorroeof the lacunas pointed by 
the Committee arte still surviving. 
The Act has authorised certain kinds of deductions 
from the wages for fines,absence from duty ,damages for 
loss,house rent,income-tax ,funds ,etc. The Act is being 
1. People Union for Democratic Rights V, Union of India. 
A.I.R. 1982. S.C.1473. 
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adminidtered by the sta-te Gove^ents exceptiathe cases 
of railways ,mines and oil fields and the Civil Air 
Transport services where the Central Govenment has 
been clothed with the power of their administration. 
The Act has provided -C^sr the appointment of Inspectors 
to ensure effective enforcement; of the provisions relating 
to timely pa-yment of wages and deductions and for 
prosecution in case of violation of the same. 
The Act in its original shape experienced a number 
of irregularities and defects and proved unsuccessful 
to serve as an effective deterrent against mapractice in 
the payment of wages • Therefore,the Act has been amended 
several times to rectify the inherent weaknesses of the 
Act,1936 . Recently the Act of 1982 has expanded its 
ambit and scope by adding two clauses (kk) and (kkk), 
in S,7, subs^tuting the word ,"industrial or other 
estab-lishment" in place of "industrial estab-lishment" 
and adding Sub-Clause(h) in S,2(ii). 
The deterrent provisions of the Act imder 
S,20 regarding fines and prosecutions have also been 
amended to enhance the monetary penalties and imprisonment 
to those who contravene the provisions relating to the 
deductions,by the same Act under the Amendment of1982. 
The rules framed under the Act provides for maximum 
safeguard to workers against delay in payment of wages, 
and unauthorised deductions from their wages. 
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In spite of the amendments from time to time 
the unfair labour practices reMting to the payment 
of wages ,committed by the employers could not have been 
checked, hitherto. On a number of occasions the enforcement: 
machinery found itsi-f helpiesa- to bring round 
defaulting employers because of the cumbrous procedure 
for prosecution undter the Act. Before 1B82 the amount of 
fines was negligible in comparison to the monetary gains 
saved by the^ employers either- by unathorieedl deductions^ 
in general or through the delay in payment of wages. 
The^Inspectors appointed under S,14 of the Act have not 
been able to ensure the compliance of the Act. In all 
industrial and other estab-lishnebts the Act is flagrantly 
violated by not paying the wages properly to the esiployees. 
Except agriculture .workers are still in the 
largest group of unorgaMaed labour occupying numerous 
occupations and are still \mable to maintain their 
hand to mouth existencet For instance workers e:^aged 
in house building construction activities build houses 
for people but do not have their own to shelter themselves. 
How can they have their own houses when they donot 
have adequate wages to satisfy theirr' stomach even. 
Horever, low payment of wages and unatithorised deductions, 
therefore,have made their life miserable. 
Casual labour or daily wage earners constitute 
the cheap labour force of the small-scale industrial 
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houses, ^ hey are often found in stigar industries ,handlooms, 
power-looms,roads ,canals,bridges, d-ams and even in 
railways. In spite of the sttlngent laws they are highly 
law paid with heavy reductions. They donot have the 
courage and capacity tb raise their' eye -brows against 
the baffling deductions and meagre payments. They live 
under the constant obsess of unemployment. Thus they 
accede to work for the employer on the dictated terms 
Of eraployement. It is rightly said the workers cannot 
live in Rome(employment ) while fighting with the Pope 
(en^loyer). 
The evil of illegal deductions from the wages 
of the employees in handlooms and power-looms incase of 
tearing and wearing or wastage of the cloth (bale) during 
manufacturings process,recently cflune into lime light 
and has been the prominent sub;5ect matter of the news-
papers when the workers in National Handlooms Factory 
Standard Handloom Factory etc.,in GANJDUND¥ARA"5 Distt. 
ETAH. (Uttar Pradesh), went on strike from the first week 
of August upto the last week of September 1984. The 
workers in these factories a-re forced to accept the 
spxmned cloth in lieu of their wages if any defect is 
left in it. This is the common practice adopted by the 
employers in an era of social -welfare legislation to a 
which our democratic Government is firmly committed. 
2. As reported from "Amar Ujala" Published -Agra(U.P.) 
Dated- 8th Sept. 1984. nth. Sep.l984. 
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Bidi and cigar workers,employees in shops and 
and commercial estab-lishments,sweepers and scavengers, 
workers in tanneries,tribal labour,workers in metal and 
lock-industries in Aligarh (U.P.) ,workers in stone carving 
industries ,handicraft work in Jaipur (Raoasthan),Agra(U.P.) 
in leather and foot-wear manufacturing (Agra,Kanpur-U.P.), 
workers in handloom and power-looms in Ranipur -Jhansi(U.P.) 
and 80% of the total labour force -rural labour ,and millions 
of other unprotected and unorganised labourer-s have 
been the worst victims of the foul play of the employers. 
Xhe arms of the laboior laws have yet tor each 
the unorganised sectors of employment . Due to the lack pf 
proper and sufficient machinery under the Act workers are 
"With 
still being swayed to accept low wgges unauthorised 
deductions . The purposes of the Act may be geSa and 
well intentionedi have remained the silent visulalizers. 
V/hat to talk about the private sectors 
of employments even the law isnot fully complied inthe 
Public SectOBS . The construction activities like 
Government Buildings, The construction of roads ,canals, 
dams,hotels,bridges,railways are carried on by the 
*^ overnment or through contractors. Law is being 
flagrantly violated hy not paying hard-pressed earned 
wages under the very nose of the Governmental officials. 
S U G G E S T I O N S : 
On the basis of the discussions in different 
chapters of the a^ve. stddy atnd in itt- main findings 
the following suggestions may be put forward with 
regard to,"Law of Deductions" to^the payment of wages 
with authorised deductions only as contained in the 
Payment of ¥ageff-> Act, 1936, 
As we know ,that thesuccess of a law wholely 
and silely depends on the enforcement authorities, ^ ence, 
implementing authorities should be more?' vigilant and: 
investigatisig in the units where the malpractices- the-
curses to the emp-loye-es, unveiled above are common. 
In small estab-lishments this malady could be cancerous 
and in such units more drastic remedies should be 
thoxjght of. 
Governments also have to keep a vigilant eye 
through the instrumentality of watch Dog committeeson this 
matter,because it is upon their^'shoulders that the burden 
falls finally of winning some mea-sures of Justice for all 
sections of the community and of finding a solution for 
major problems of wages policy. 
The monetary wage limit should also be waived 
bec^se it has narrowed down the scope of the law of 
dieductions. 
There is no provision in S,7 or in its succeding 
Sections limiting the priod within vihich the 
employer should make the deductions for adjustment of? 
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J.. 
over«pa5rments* he Rules made by the Railways and state 
Governmeaats in majority specify that recovery ofadvance 
of unearned wages can be made at payer-'s discretion during 
the employment.Therfore,itisadvisatele that in fixing for 
adjustmentof over-payments the economic condXtions of 
the workers and amount advanced should be kept in mind to 
avoid hardships likely to workers,if the peiod is fixed 
without these considerations. The Act should be amended 
agasin to evolve a uiff"orm provision in this regard by providing 
a table contaaning the salaries of the enployed persons , 
money which may be advanced by the employers on the 
sal^-basis and,time limit for their recovery through 
deductions, teaving the employers at their own discretion 
to realise the over-payments may cause same hardship to 
workmen and specially to those workers who are not at 
good terms witb their employers. 
The Act fuhishes a summary remedy for wages earned 
by the labourers and not paid ,either due to unauthorised 
deductions or any like reason, but it does not provide 
a remedy for investigation of quarrels which concern 
the office, ence ,it is urgently needed to evolve an 
Investigajri-on Committee for the purpose. 
Rejection of sub-standard work is anotheTequally 
important matter which adversely affects the wages due 
Workers in handioom,factories,bidi industry etorijOften 
complain that their earnings suffer a lot due to this 
practice. While we advocate that strict quaHy standards 
should be maintained ,a remedy is also very very urgently 
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required for tracing unfair deductions in these 
estab-lishments « 
The Act should simplify the procedure 
adopted to deal these disputes. The present policy is long, 
lavish and cumbersome. Hence,the cumb-rousness of the 
present procedure needs some midifications to realize the 
dreams of the Act. Due to the compleKed procedure the 
poor,ign(brant,illiterate and quelled workeES do not 
knock the doors of the- Authorities despd>teof the^  
hardships caused by unauthorised deductions. They also 
think it unnec-essary to adopt the luxurious -litigations 
only for the meagre sum unauthorised deductions. 
To ensijre the proper payments at regular intervals 
'withauthoBised deductions only' the administrative 
a 
machinery should be rejuvented with enhanced authority. 
At last but not the least the measiires under-' the 
Payment of Wages Act,1936,relating to the deductions 
should be extended to agrieultural and unoraganised 
sectors of the economy who eonstitute 80 percent of the 
total Indian Labour Force. Nisi,the aforesaid meas\ires-
suggestidns are nit implemented the pledge embodied in 
Indian Constitution in Article 43,in the- fSallowing words 
cannot be achieved; 
"State shall endeavour to secure, 
by suitable legislation or econo-
mic organisation or inany other 
way ,to all workers,agricultural, 
industrial or otherwise,work, a 
living wage,conditions of work 
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ensuring a decent standard of life 
and full enjoyment of leisure and 
social and cultural opportunities 
and,in partiCUIHT,the state shall 
endeavour to promote cottage indus-
tries on an individual or co-oper-
ative basis in rural areas." 
(Article. 43.). 
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